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I NTRODUCTION 

POSITION OF PfREz GALD6s AS A DRAivIATIST 

The position of P~rez Galdds as a novelis t is un

questioned; his position as a drB.L~atlst is less sec ur e. 
1 2 

Ram6n P~rez de Ayala and Luis Morote place Ga ld6s the 

dramatist next to Shakespeare. GonzAlez Blanco f eels 

that had Galdos not devoted himself to the novel for so 
3 

many years he would have been the perfect dramatist. 

Madariaga reconciles the two genres of Galdos when he 

says: 

Toda su labor puede situarse en una zona 
intermedia entre el drama y la novela, 
ya que sus novelas son fuertemente 
drama.ticas, y sus dramas desarrollan con 
la continuidad vital de verdaderas novelas. 4 

Martinenche finds the dramas of P~rez Gald6s acceptable 
5 

but inferior to his novels, while Pierre Lhande condemns 

his dramas as vague, obscure, disproportionate, cold and 
6 

unpolished. Whatever the intrinsic value of the plays 

may be, and however doubtful the position of Galdos as 

a dramatist may be, there is no doubt as to his impor

tance in the development of Spanish drama itself. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

6. 

Perez de Ayala, Las m~scaras, vol. I, p. 43 
Morote, Teatro ~ novela, p. 75 
GonzAlez Blanco, Los dramaturgos espanoles 

I -contemporaneos, p. 204 , 
Madariaga, Semblanzas literarias contemporaneas, p. 68 
Martinenche,"Le th~atre de M. Perez Galdoa 11, Revue de 
dewc mondea, 5 p~riode, vol. 32, p. 815-850 
Lhande, "L'homme, L'oeuvre," Etudes, vol. 162, p. 28 
and P• 452 
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CHAPTER I 
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/ 
Z GADS 

LITERARY CAREER 0. PERE GALD6S 

The 11ters.r r career of Benito Perez Gald s (1864= 

1921) ay be divided into three periods: first,> the period 

oft e unsuccessful playwright; eecon, the period of 

nov el-r iting when he gave up temporarily the sage and 

play-writing; and third, the return to the drama. His 

dramatic career began with the plays La expulsi n de los 

moriscos (1864-1868) and El hombre fuerte {1864-1868). 

Discouraged by the criticism of the director of the 

Principe theatre of Madrid 1 who found the plays charmi ng, 
·-but rejected them, P~rez Galdds began writing ·novels, 

and, between 1864 and 1892, he wrote and published nine 

teen. From 1892 to the date of his death, 1921, the 

drama again claime · his attention, and between these 

dates he wrote twenty-three plays and eleven novelso Two 

novels of this period ,-ere later dramatized: La loca de 

1§: ~, novel 1892~ drama 1893; Casandra, novel 1905, 

drama 1910. 

Twenty-four years after the rejection of La expulsion 

de 1.Q.§. moriscQ,§_ he offered to theatre-goers, Realldad, 

(1892). It is difficult to determine whether he had a 

sudden desire, a creative urge to see his ideas in actton 

or whether he had always thought of himself as a dramatist, 

and now that he was famous, was forcing the world to 



2 

accept him as such. However, it is of importance to 

note that his first three and last three literary works 

were plays. 

That Perez Galdos was always, in his own mind, a 

dramatist is proved by the fact that all his works during 

the novel period have strong dramatic traits, and his 

literary criticism of this period is on the theatre. 

He declares every wide-awake Spanish youth a dram-

atist before he is anything practical or real. 

Todo muchacho despabilado nacido en 
territorio espanol, es dramaturgo antes 
de ser otrf cosa m~s practica y 
verdadera. 

In his youth, Perez Galdds, a typical Spaniard, dashed 

off dramas and comedies in both prose and verse. These 

he carefully hid from his friends. He frequented the 

theatre and was particularly impressed with the presen

tation of Venganza catalana, (1864) by Garcia Gutierrez. 

Dissatisfied with his own work, he immediately went home 

to burn his manuscripts. But instead of destroying them, 

he set about copying the style of this master of romantic 
2 

drama, Garc!a Gutierrez. 

In 1870-71, there appeared in Revista ~ Espana an 

essay on Don Ramon de la Cruz by Perez Galdds. It is 

significant that when he was beginning his novelistic 

1. Perez Galdos, Memorias, p. 37 
2. Ibid., P• 37 
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career, he should have been studying this great 

sainetero and realist of the eighteenth century. 

Warshaw emphasizes the influence of Don Ram6n de la 
1 

Cruz on the novels of Perez Galdos. 

1. Warshaw, "Galdos 1 Apprenticeship in the Drama, 11 

Modern Language Notes, vol. 44, p. 459-63. 



CHAPTER II 
~ 

ATTITUDE OF PEREZ GALD S TOWARD THE DRAMA 

From 1868, when La expuls1Jn de los mor1scos and El 

hombre fuerte were rejected, until 1892, when Rea..lidad 

was accepted and presented, there is a period of twenty

four years. 

Leopoldo Alas interprets this period as one of a 

self-imposed isolation from the stage and asserts that 

not only was Perez Gald s indifferent to theatr cal tend

encies of his times, but that he did not attend the 

theatre. 

Gald 8 no era II practico en el tablado 
sino que no era 11espectador 11 en ejerc1c1oe 

Alas feels that Prez Galdoe invented a theatre, at least 

in part, for, Alas says, he was ignorant of the form that 
1 

existed. 

Although, during this period, Perez Gald6a did not 

give to the public plays, he was certainly attending the 

theatre and writing dramatic criticism which was later 

collected in the posthumous work Nuestro Teatro. To the 

student of the dramatic art of Perez Galdoe these short 

essays in dramatic criticism are of supreme importance, 

containing as they do his ideas of what a play should be~ 
10 

With the exception of Warshaw, students of the plays of 

Prez Gald a have failed to study these essays and to 

realize their importance, and no one has examined the 

1. Alas, (Clar n), Galdds, Obras comnletas, vol. I, 
P• 232 

2. Warshaw, .QQ• cit. 
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dramatic technique of the plays in the light of the 

author's own theories as worked out from reading and 

seeing on the boards the plays of others. Internal 

evidence shows these articles to have been written at 

least prior to 1886; the tone and style of the prologues 

to the plays, in which he defends his theories as a 

practical playwright, are different from the objective 

tone and style of these cr+ticisms. In Nueatro Teatro 

he discusses the plays of others; in the prologues he 

does not mention the contemporary Spanish stage, and in 

these essays he never mentions a play of his own. 

Before studying the plays, then, and for a better 

understanding of them, a brief outline of his ideas of 

drama follows: 

In the course of these articles of dramatic criticism 

P~rez Gald&s reviews briefly the history of the Spanish 

theatre, beginning with the Golden Age. He says that 
. , . 

after the siglo de .Q£.Q. (Lope de Vega, Alarcon, .T1rso de 

Molina, Moreta, Rojas, and Calderon) there followed a 

period of decadence. Morat!n brought about a classic 

revolution. He did not change in one stroke the poor 
J 

theatrical taste ("el mal gust<? teatral 11). After fil 

cafd (1792), many stupid and monstrous pieces continued 

to be given. However, with Elsi de las nifias, victory 

seemed to be decided in favor of good taste and artistic 

simplicity.· In the thirties, the Spanish theatre had a 

new birth with the appearance of romanticism and the 

1. P~rez Galdos, Nuestro teatro, p. 14 
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comedy of Breton de los Herreroa. Unfortunately for 

the Spanish theatre, dramatists fell under the influ

ence of Eugene Scribe, but it was not the best of 

Scribe that Spanish audiences saw. 

Perez Gald6s likewise points out that from the 

school of Scribe something was to be gained. Before 

Scribe, character and moral action were everything. 

Scribe, scorning character development, cultivated phys

ical · action, elevated movement to the greatest possible 

perfection, founded a most effective formula for en

trances and exits; and in short, managed his ·counters 
1 

with superior skill. He suggests that dramatists could 

have imitated Scribe better had they realized that, be

hind his mechanical perfection, there is a serious 

spirit of observation and of analysis. 

Im!tese a Scribe en su profundo estudio, 
en su espiritu de observaci6n y de analisis; 
pero nose imiten sus obras. 2 

He is of the opinion that what the Spanish theatre 

gained by imitations of Scribe in effect, is ofset by a 
3 

loss in vigor of character study. 

In the article Morat!n ~ su epoca, P~rez Gald6s . -
expresses his admira~ion for las reglas moratinianas: 

well built plot, Judiciousness of moral lesson, pure and 

1. P~rez Galdos, Nuestro teatro, p. 154 
2. ~-, p.182 
3 • Ibid . , p • 145-



? 

brilliant style , animated di a l ogue ; and eas y and correc t 
1 

versification. No one, acc or ding to Perez Gald 6s, can 

equal the aesthetic naturalness of Mor at!n. He consid ers 

as the perfection of comedy fil:. side las nifias , a play in 

which dialogue is perhaps the best part of the work; i n 

which naturalness results in a perfect blending of li te r 

ary art and reality; and which makes the fam ous cl assic 
2 

unities attractive because they are so well concealed. 

P~rez Galdos looks upon the unities as a necessary 

although temporary evil. According to him, the decadence 

of the Spanish theatre demanded for its r egene r at io n a 

principle of authority as a check. Hence, the un i t i es, 

he says, are the salvation of art through despotism. 

No hab!a m&s remed.10 que establecer 
la dictadura, y he aqui la razon de 
los famosas "reglas 0 , que no eran 
otra cosa que la 11salvac16n del arte 
por el despotismo 11, fenomeno 1gual 

3 al que ocurre en el orden politico. 

Perez Galdos feels that the Span _ish public of 1886 

would welcome on the stage 1 naturalness, the true pre

sentation of simple life,--the outstanding characteristic 

of Moratin. People were weary of the old forms and 

technique. The writers of the day were followers of 

Scribe, cultivating skill in mechanism and skill in care-
4 

fully planned entrances and exits. The public was 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Ibid., 
Jill.' 
Ibid., 
lli.Q..' 

p. 
P• 
P• 
p. 

95-96 
22-26 
24 
155 
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satiated with the much repeated mechanism (pi~ce pien 

faite) which once, with its theatrical illusion, charmed 

but did not convince. 

One might name on his fingers stage characters; the 

decieved husband, the unfaithful wife, the irreconcilable 

father, the young mad-cap, and the officious and go

between-fr1end, - all characters who moved and spoke 1n 

accordance with a purely theatrical law. The audience 

knew by heart all the themes, which had resolved them

selves into three types, -- adultery, scorn of wealth, 
1 

and lovers who could not marry. There was a paucity of 

authors, of themes, and of characters. Perez Galdos 

avers that the public was asking that the old art of the 

theatre be restored; characters, logical and human action, 

and real passions and love. Mechanism was to be again 

accidental, and character and reproduction of life the 
2 

basis of the play. He found undecided modern taste and 
3 

a struggle between traditions and innovations. 

Before discussing the traditions and innovations, 

P6rez Galdos gives a classification of Spanish drama, and 

by comparison a definition of the modern Spanish drama. 

The Spanish theatre, according to Pirez Galdos, has an 

inexhaustible supply of comedies of intrigue, philosoph

ic drama, and comedies of popular customs. Tragedy is 

l. ~., p. 156 
2. Ibid., p. 158 
3. ~., p. 211 
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an anachronism of the day (1 886 ) . Cl ass ic tragedy is 

not the drama of the day. The pr es ent dr ama is built on 

comedy which, in its ming l ing of the el evate d and vulgar, 

seriousness and frivolity, is a faithful r eprod uc t i on of 
1 

the age. 

Concerning the conventions of the theatre, Pere z 

Galdds points out that the essential of convention must 

not be confused with the accidental. The former is 

inherent in dramatic art and therefore unchangeable. He 

names three essential la ws of convention: entrance and 

exit of characters, unity of the pl ace, and reduced 

standard of time. The accidental, he says, is a product 
2 

of mannerism and must be pruned away. 

Aside from the unities, P~rez Galdos names five 

difficulties in play writing: (a.) the limitation of 

characters, (b.) tyranny of place, (c.) short duration 

of the acts, (d.) lack of descriptive and episodic 
3 

element, and (e.) necessary development of interest. 

Perez Galdos suggested that the theatre would gain if the 

public could be won over to accept the following sub

stitutes for the old conventions: (a.) acts longer than 

forty minutes; (b.) dialogue of analytical nature; 

(c.) acts ending without emotional climax; (d.) and 

characters who would not be particularly attractive in 

1. lli..Q.., p. 9?-102 
2. Ibid., p. 152-153 
3. Ibid., p. 
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real life. 

10 

I I The success of a play, acco rd i ng to Pere z Gal dos, 

rests upon three things. Fir st, t he author must str i ke 

the level of the audience. In a book, the author speaks 

to the individual reader who either acce pts or rej ec t s 

it. In a play, ·the author must reach the rather lo w 

level of the audience whose re-action is instantaneous. 

The first performance of a play makes or breaks it. 

Second, success depends upon skill in managing scenic 

figures. Lastly, there must be a bond of sympathy 
2 

between author and audience. 

It is evident then that Perez Galdos never lost 

contact with the drama. It was an apprenticeship which 

he began with the first drama, and which Realidad did 

not terminate. Clearly, he was returning to an early 

love, the stage. In 1912, when interviewed by Olmet y 

Garc!a Ca.raffa, Perez Galdos stated: 

1. Ibid. 

Sin embargo, el g6nero literario que 
mas me seducia, por el que sentia ma.yores 
entusiasmos y el que cultive primero --
era el genero d~amitico. En el teatro ten!a 
puesta mi ilusion.· 

2. Ibid., p. 161 
3. Berkowitz, Introduction to El abuelo, p. XIV 
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CHAPTER III 

EVOLUTION OF DRAMATIC TECHNIQUE THROUGH NOVELA, NOVELA 
DI ALOGADA TO THE DRAMA 

During the period (1864-1892) when P~re z Gald ds was 

writing dramatic criticism, he was conscious l y or un-
1 

consciously ma.king his novels conform to his dr amatic 

theories. Many of his novels of this per i od wer e so 

written that later they were easily converted i nto act

able plays: El audaz, dramatized by Benavente; El 

eguipa.]e del rey Jose, dramatized by Cate..rineu y Castro; 

Marianela, dramatized by the Quintero brothers ; La fa.milia 

de Leon Roch, dramatized by Jose Jerique; and Gerona and 

Dona Perfecta dramatized by Perez Gald6s himself were 

novels written before .the stage presentation of Realidad 

(1892). In 1896, in the chapter on La regeneracion del 

teatro espafiol, Unamuno expressed the regret that Perez 

Gald6s had not prepared La familia de Leon Roch and 
2 

Gloria for the stage. Warshaw suggests that Juan 

Martin .tl Empec1nado and Un voluntario realista could 
3 

have been made into regular dramas. 

One general characteristic of all his novels carried 

over to his drama is excellent dialogue; for he is a 

master of dialogue weighted with suggestion and by 

nature spirited and revealing. What Perez Gald6s wrote 

1. In the present study there will be discussed only 
those novels which Perez Gald6s himself later 
dramatized. 

2. Unamuno, Ensayos II, p. 89 
3. Warshaw, .QQ• cit. 
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in the Pr6logo to Pereda's El Sabor de la tierruoa may 

be applied equally well to his own works. He calls 

attention to this fact: 

La prensa, con raras excepciones, no 
es esmera en dar al lenguaje corriente la 
acentuaci6n literaria -- y resulten in
franqueables diferencias entre "la manera 
de escribir" y "la manera de hablar", 
diferencias que son desesperacion y 
eecollo del novelista. En veneer estas 
dificultades nadie ha adelantado tanto 
como Pereda.l 

With the appearance of Realidad (drama), the 

transition from novel to drama is not as abrupt as it 

appears. Narration, exposition and description had 

gradually disappeared from his novels. 
I , 

Perez Galdos 

had always placed stress upon dramatic elements. He 

had gradually increased pure dialogue. He had ac

quired the habit of condensing. All of this resulted 

in the dialogue-novel. In La estafeta rom&ntica 

Perez Galdos had developed the novel partly by using 
2 

letters. Realidad itself had three forms. First, it 
I was the novel La Incognita (1889) written in the form 

of letters. From this novel La Incdgnita, Perez Galdds 

developed Realidad, drama~ Jornadae or dialogue-novel 

(1889). Lastly, he produced Realidad, the drama (1892). 

Pardo Bazk is of the opinion that the novel's 

invasion into the theatre in the nineteenth century is 

1. Perez Gald6s, Memoranda, Prologo de El sabor de la 
~ tierruca, p. 64 

2. Madariaga, .QQ• cit., p. 84 
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due to the superior abwidance, richnes s , and profundity 

of the modern novel as compar ed to dra matic producti on . 

She calls attention to the fa ct th at t his t ransp osition 

happened twice in this century: 

---cuando la l!rica era l a gran forma 
expresiva del sentimiento gener al en el 
a.rte, la l!rica domino en la escena, y a 
predominio se debe el teatro romant i co , 
---que los procedimientos y el cont eni do 
anal!tico y humano de 1a ·novela moderna 
tienen que imponerse al teatro, como se 
impone el individuo fuerte al d~bil-- 
que llegue un dla en que se fundan dos 
personalidades al parecer 1nconc111ables, 
el lector y el espectador. 

Paralleling this identity of t he reader and spectator , 

Bell says that when one of Perez Gald6s 1 nove ls i s 

presented in drama form, the effects are for the reader 

as much as fo ·r the stage. 

of a novel: 

2 
Alas gives this definition 

Una novela es, mis o menos, un drama que 
va a dar cierto numero de escenas que son 
como los puntos culminantes de la obra. 
En la realidad las grandee escenas de una 
vida humana vienen preparadas de muy 
atrAs; por este mismo modo ha de suceder 

/ en la novela. La novela piscologica 
tiene por rasgo caracteristico lo que

3 puede llrunarse la "catastrofe moral". 

And so don Benito looked upon his novel in this same 

light. 

1. Pardo Bazfu, Pol~micas ~ estudios literarios, 
Obras _completas, p. 220 

2. Bell, Contemporar~ Spanish Literature, p. 154-6 
3. Alas, (Clarin), .Q.Q• cit., vol. I, p. 209 
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---podia ahora ahor rarla , pe nsarla para 
si, y dejar ver tan sol o el drama con sus 
escenas 11culminantes" y su 11cat~strofe 
moral 11 .1 

To P6r .ez Galdds the novel and drama were one and th e 

same, differing only in the means of presentation. 

In fact, he himself . says 1n the prologue to fil:. abue l o 

(the dialogue-novel form): 

El Teatro no es mis que la condensaci6n 
y acopladura de todo aquello queen la 
Novela moderna oonstituye acciones y 
caracteres.:d 

He was of the opinion that, by fol l owing appr opriate 

conventions, a novelist could become a dramat is t, and a 

dramatist, a novelist. 

Conste, pues, que eso de ser o no aer 
autor dramatico no significa nada para 
los que venimos del campo vecino.3 

Since it is a part of the theory of Pirez Galdoa 
4 

that the novel moves directly into the drama, we find in 

hie dialogue-novels an introduction of elementary forms 

of dramatic art: a dramatis personae, a division into 

acts, scenes. Likewise there is dramatic suspense, 

unexpected turns, and theatrical denouement. However, 

they are not dramas--nor were they intended to be--for 

the plot is not carried on solely by the dialogue. The 

1. Ibid., p. 210 
2. Pdrez Gald .c:Ss, Pr6logo to fil:. abuelo, novela ~ cinco 

Jornadas. 
3. P~rez Gald6s, Pr6logo to Loe condenados. 
4. Perez Galdos, Pr61ogo to El abuelo, drama .!fil Jornadas. 
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full stage directions and copious marginal notes contain 

action and character description necessary to the plot. 

There ie even superfluous material which serves no pur

pose, as one might find in the loosely constructed novel. 

Realidad, El abuelo, and Casandra were first written 

in this form, that crossing of the novel and 6f the theatre, 

sub-genero, novela 1ntensa or drama extenso which he 

describes in the prologue to Casandra novela fill cinco 

Jornadaa. There he writes: 

Al cuidado de sus hermanas mayores, Realidad 
y El abuelo, sale al mundo esta Casandra, 
como aquellas Novela intensa o Drama extenao, 
que amboe motes pueden aplicarsele. No debo 
ocultar que he tornado cariffo a este sub
genero, producto del cruzamiento de la Novela 
y el Teatro-. Los tiempos piden al Teatro 
que no abomine absolutamente del 
procedimiento anal!tico, ya la Novela que 
sea menos perezosa en sus desarrollos y 
se deje llevar a la concis16n activa con 
qua presenta los hechos hwnanoe el arte 
eac~nico. , 

A study of Casandra drama~ Jornadaa )or dialogue

novel, will illustrate his method. There are times when 

we follow the action as a motion picture camera that 

moves about to catch a •shot• here or there. In 

Casandra(Jornada IV scene?) as the various groups enter 

church, we overhear their conversation, as they alight 

from carriages, as they go toward the church, as they 

meet in the vestibule. Once we are in the church, we 

move from one group to another, ao that we may know the 

thoughts and attitudes of the various friends and rel

atives of dona Juana. Again, . 1n Jornada V, scene 9, 
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don Zen6n and don Ismael follow the ghost of dona Jua na 

through the streets until it disa ppears. 

When in Jornada I, scene 4 , Clementina and don 

Alfonso appear for the first time, there i a not only a 

long description of both (---Si ella !!Q. fuese morena, 

parecer.!a nacida de la mente 3.. de la paleta de Rubens, 

etc.) but P~rez Gald6s even goes so far as to close wit h 

!:&.§. dos hiJOfl.varones.9-21.2.J! margueees eetan internos .fil! 

,BB colegJ.o, :t. B.Q figuran aquf. para nada. 

The following illustrates a combination of character 

description, stage dire ctions, and the summary of a s cene 

which P6re ·z Gald6s left out entirely when he wrote the 

play Casandra: Clementina (Jornada II, scene 8) has Just 

succumbed to an attack of hysteria. After the last speech 

of La Navalcarazo, the author writes: 

De malisimo talante se dirige Alfonso al 
salon. A las preguntas de la Marquesa de 
Armada y de loe tr ·esillistas, contesta 
que no ha sido nada-una ligera indisposicion 
sin importancia. Creinlo o no, todos expresan 
con lastimera cortesia su sentimiento, y 
comienza el desfile. 

The five Jornadas of Casandra are carefully dated. 

Within each ,Jornada the scenery is shifted many times, 

sometimes reaching the point, as in Jornadas IV and V, 

of continual movement. Jornada I is dated el 3 de mayo, 

and there are four changes in scene: Jornada .ll, el 11 

~ mayo, with six changes; Jornada III, el 12 de mayo, 

with two changes; Jornada IV, Junio, with two, and 
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jornada V, Junie with t hirteen. That t he J or nada con

tained much material unnecessary to the developme nt of 

plot may be judged by the fact that the dram a Casandra 

taken from Casandra, novela ~ cinco Jornadas , has bee n 

reduced from 397 to 156 pages; from 41 to 16 chara cte rs; 

and from 5 Jornadas to three acts and within each act 

there is no change of scene. 

As one reads the d1alogued novels in the light of 

Perez Gald&s• evaluation of the genre, one becomes more 

convinced that the dialogued · novel was an experimental 

stage with him; that he tried out this ol d Spanish 

genre by eliminating narrative pure and s imple which he 

here condensed in marginal notes and stage directions; 

and, furthermore it would seem, that dissatisfied with 

the genre, as all critics have been, he moved on to pure 

drama, reworking many of his novels and dialogue-novels. 

A. Dramatization of Novels by P~rez Galdos 

Five of the dramas of P~rez Gald&s were originally 

written either as novel or as dialogue-novel. They vary 

in their development from novel to drama. As has been 
l 

pointed out Realidad was first the novel La Incognita; 

from this novel Perez Galdds created the dialogue-novel, 

Realidad; lastly he produced Realidad, the drama. 

1. Seep. 11 
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Casandrg, the drama was the stage presentation of 

Casandra, the dialogue-novel. El abuelo is also the 

stage version of the dialogue-novel of the same title. 

There are two versions of~ loca de la~- The drama 

~ Perfecta came directly from the novel of that title. 

In La Inc6gnita, Manola Infante, who is in Madrid, 

writes to Don X, his friend and confident in Orbajosa. 

Infante reveals the facts in the relations between 

Federico, Orozco, and Augusta; Don X reads into these 

facts, the motives behind them. For the dialogued novel, 

Realidad, P6rez Gald6s used· only the facts in the letters 

in La Inc&gnita. Baleeiro summarizes it by saying that 

Infante's letters are the 11body" and Don X's, the "soul". 

Esto ea; la aerie epistolar de Infante 
ea el cuerpo, y la aportaci6n de X el 
alma que anade la verdad profunda, 
extraida del aeno de las conciencias. 1 

Pardo Bazan points out two outstanding differences 

between Realidad the novel, and Realidad, the drama. 

Finding it difficult in the drama to justify Federico's 

suicide, Perez Galdos had Infante hand his old friend 

Federico a revolver with which to commit suicide. Infante 

la not the type of man who in a similar situation_ , would 

choose that way out; nor is Federico the type to accept 

immediately such a suggestion. Secondly, there is the 

l. Balseiro, Novelistae eepa.nole~ modernos, p. 225 
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prayerb.JOA incident. In the drama, Federico gives 

Augusta hie mother I s pr s.yer uudt vhich he esteems and 

holds sacred. Religious sentiment does not link Federico 

to Augusta. He feels toward her a moral repugnance with 

flashes of sensual passion. He does not pardon Augusta 

her infidelity to Orozco, and scorns, without wishing to 

admit it to himself, the one he has se·duced. Federico 

would not, and did not in the novel, give Augusta his 
1 

mother's prayer book. 

Act I of the drama Realidad has an excellent ending 

with an incident not in the novel. Augusta, hearing 

Orozco approach to bid her goodnignt, t hrusts Federico's 

notes in the front of her negligee. As Orozco embraces 

Augusta, he hears the paper · rattle. The scene is tense. 

She lies about the notes. There is doubt as to whether 

Orozco believes her. In Act III (drama), Clotilde takes 

refuge in Infante•s home. This eliminates the scene and 

characters in the home of La viuda de Calvo. Santanita, 

Clotilde 1 s husband, does not appear in the drama. 

Clotilde pleads their cause. In the novel, Santanita is 

a stronger character. It is he who appeals to Orozco. 

In the staging of Casandra, there is a radical 

change. In the novel, Casandra stabs dona Juana. The 

l. Pardo Bazan, .Q.12• ill•, P• 228-30 
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story drags through Casandra's imprisonment until it is 

proved that dofta Juana died of cerebral congestion 

caused by fear. The novel ends vaguely with a year's 

sentence hanging over Casandra. The drama has a steady 

rise in tension until the last scene in which Casandra 

stabs doffa Juana. The curtain falls on Casandra a 

murderess. In the novel Casandra is innocent; in the 

drama she is guilty. 

In preparing the novel El abuelo for the stage, 

four characters were left out. Most of these characters 

appeared near the end of the story. Omitting them meant 

the .suppression of several scenes: Don Carmelo's sermon, 

Albrit's attack on him, and the suicide agreement between 

Don Pio and Albrit. Instead of using the material in the 

fifth Jornada of the novel, P~rez Galdos wrote an entirely 

different d~nouement for the drama. 

La loca de la~ has the same theme as the novel 
I 

Angel Guerra, that of a beast softened by love. There 

are two stage versions of La loca de 1J1 ~• In the 

first and longest the plot is identical with the novel 

of the same title listed among Novelaa eapafiolaa .Q..Q!!-
1 

temporaneaa. The moat radical change in the second 

dramatic version occurs in Act IV, scene 10. In the 

first version, the scene is as follows: Daniel 

1. Warshaw, Introduction to La 12£.!1 de la~, p. XXIII 
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challenges Cruz to a duel. Cruz refuses as he does not 

want to commit murder. Cruz suggests that Daniel kill 

himself and offers to provide him with a rifle. As 

Daniel accepts so willingly, Cruz asks Daniel the reason 

for his despair. When Cruz learns that it is because of 

Victoria's indifference, he refuses to lend Daniel the 

gun, or to fight him. He suggests that Daniel live, 

work for his mother, and ~eek his fortune in America. 

Daniel accepts the suggestion. In the later drama, the 

scene is as follows: Since Daniel insists upon a duel, 

Cruz asks him to choose his weapon. Daniel says that he 

has no preference, that Cruz will no doubt kill him any

way. Cruz asks the reason for such despair. Daniel 

answers that he is not loved. Cruz says nothing, but he 

is overjoyed to l~arn that Victoria is indifferent to 

Daniel. The cold, common sense of Cruz in the longer 

version is lacking in the staged version. 

Perez Galdos writes in his Memorias that at the 

suggestion of Maria Guerrero, the actress playing the 

part of Victoria in La loca de la~' and of Mario, the 

director, he re-wrote the last scene, devoting it 
1 

exclusively to Victoria (Maria Guerrero) and Pepet Cruz. 

Dona Perfecta, the novel, passed directly to Dona 

Perfecta the drama • . There is no intermediate step of 

l. Perez Gald6s, Memorias, p. 1?7 
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novela d1.alogada, as in Realidad; nor change in plot, 

as in Casan~. No new scenes are written into the play, 

aa was ~he whole fifth act of El abuelo. The changes 

are very slight and effective. In the novel, the meeting 

of dona Perfecta•a defenders is held at her home~ Thie 

scene, in the drama, is placed in don Inocenc1o 8 s house. 

In the novel, when dona Perfecta sees the figure in her 

garden at night, she screa.ms: 18Kill him In the drama, 

Maris. Remedios screams: 18K111 him!·· and do a. Perfec ta. : 

&ft Defend me J" · The drama lost 1n amplitude of background 

but gained in directness · and vigor of exposition and 

shows more than any other drama, the purely theatrical 

talent of P~rez Galdos$ Per haps this is because the 

novel was in itself dramatic. 

B. Dramatization of Novels by Other Dramati ts. 

The fact that several outetand1ng Spanish dramatists 

have drawn on the novels of Perez Galdos for plots is 

testimony to his dramatic sense. El eguipaJe del rey 

Jose was dramatized in 1903 by Catarineu y Castro; La 

fam111a de Le&n ·Roch in 1904 by J 0 ee Jerique; Marianela 
........ -------
in 1916 by the Quintero brothers; El audaz in 1919 by 

1 
Benavente. Anton Caballero in 1921 was worked over by 

the Quintero brothers from a sketch that was foundj after 

the death of Perez Galdos, among his manuscripts. 

1. Berkowitz, .Q.!24 cit, p. XXXVIII 
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The first two of these dramatizations, g eguipaje 

del rey Jose and La familia de Leo"n Roch are out of print 

and cannot be obtained. However Luis Morote gives an 

interesting account of the dramatization of La familia de 

Le6n Roch. Morote calls attention to the fact that Jose 

Jerique who dramatized it, also dramatized La Barraca by 

Blasco Ib~nez. He says that when P~rez Galdds learned 

/ i ~ that Jose Jer que had dramatized La familia de Leon~' 

P6rez Galdos wrote that, if Jose Jerique had not 

dramatized it, he would have. Morote was present when 

Jerique read the dramatization to Perez Galdos. The new 

scene at the end of Act II, P~rez Galdos highly approved. 

Jerique had cut from the drama a scene which Perez Gald6s 

thought should be presented. Thia scene, which Jerique 

inserted with the aid of Perez Galdos, is interesting 

because it is typical of the Galdosean drama. In the 

novel, after the death of her brother, Luis Gonzaga, 

Maria Egipciaoa has become a religious fanatic, dresses 

plainly, and lays aside ·personal adornment. Suddenly, 

she makes an about-face, perfumes herself and bedecks 

herself with jewels and ornaments and goes out to try to 

win back her husband. This scene had been suppressed by 

Jerique. In Jerique 1 s drama, Mar!a Egipc1aca appears, 

but already transformed into an elegant society lady. 

P~rez Gald &a thought that the public should witness this 

revolutionary change which would symbolize in a character 
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motivated by an inner desire to bedeck herself outwardly, 
1 

-the defeat of religious fanaticism. 

From the novel El audaz of 305 pages, Benavente has 

created the drama of ?3 pagess Dendariena pays tribute 

to three Spanish artists in speaking of one of the scenes 

in E1, audaz. He compares the end of Act II with the 

scene that Francisco de Goya, the eighteenth century 

painter, had immortalized with brush in La Gallina Ciega. 

Dendariena writes: 

Mientras el tel6n ca!a, finalizando 
ese acto eegundo---la inspirac16n maestra 
de tree ingenioa espafioles, nosotros 
tributabamos, deade lo mct's profundo del ser, 
un recuerdo al pincel de Goya, un homenaje 
al genio oreador de Gald6s y un aplauso 
cumplido al talento amplio y generoso de 
Benevente.2 

That the influence of P~rez Gald6s is still felt by 

Benavente is shown by the _similarity of the plot of 

Benavente•s La Mariposa gue vol6 sobre la~ to that of 

g Audaz. 

That which probably attracted the Quintero brothers 

to Marianela was the imagery of Nela's speeches. Nela 

was also Andalusian (Act I) and Andalusia ie their milieu. 

The Quintero brothers have blended idealism and a selected 

realism, by omitting much of the squalor of the novel. In 

the drama, the long speeches come directly from the novel, 

but the shorter speeches, and one line speeches are 

original with the Quintero brothers. There is but one 

1 . Morote, .Q.1'.2• ill•, p. 19-34 
2 . Dendariena, Galdoa, p. 30-31 
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aside and one soliloquy. The soliloquy is a prayer. 

The patio, a typical Quintero setting, is the scene for 

much of the action. The pool scene of the novel is trans

ferred to the fountain of the patio. So well did the 

Quintero brothers blend their style with that of Perez 

Gald6s that the end of the dfama has an ending typical of 

Perez Gald6s,-a symbolic tableau. The novel closes with 

Marianela'e death after Pablo has recognized her. 

Florentina says: Yo queria hacerla feliz, ella nQ. 

guiso serlo. In the drama, after Pablo recognizes 

Marianela, she joins Florentina•s and Pablo's hands, then 
• sinks into a death stupor. Pablo says: I La muerte J ~ 

mataron mis o.jos J The Quintero brothers dedicate their 

play Al glorioso oree.dor de "Marianela", ofrenda de 

admiraci6n Z Carino. 

The Quintero brothers not only dramatized Marianel~ 

( 1916) which Perez Gald6s esteemed highly, but they had 
1 

even, at his request, retouched one of his dramas. 

Again, in (1921) they presented to the public another 

work by Perez Galdos,--Antdn Caballero. When Perez 

Galdds died, he left manuscripts which he had been un

able to finish because of his blindness and failing 

1. Morley, HA Posthumous Drama of Perez Gald6s 11, 

Hispania, vol. 6, p. 181-184 
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health. Among these manu s cripts was the rough draft of 
1 

a drama entitled first Loa band i dos an d l a ter, 1 Maanadiere. 

Morley says: 

The plot (of Anton Caballero) was blocked 
out roughly; the dialogue i n some pl aces 
written out, in other place s summari zed . 
There were many inconsisten ces : char a cters 
were given different names at diffe re nt 
times. Some scenes were far too l ong , 
others merely indicated. Out of this chaos 
the brothers, selecting and creat i ng , made 
a three act comedia, which they called 
simpl~ Ant6n Caballero, from the hero's 
name. 

It is highly probable that Perez Gal dos was working 

over, from another angle, the Dona Perfecta theme. The 

plots are similar, but the treatment diffe r s. ~ 

Perfecta is tragedy and Ant6n Caballero, comedy. Dona 

Malva (Antdn Caballero) like dona Perfecta, incites 

someone to murder Anton Caballero,-using some of the 

very words with which dona Perfecta incited Caballuco to 

the murder of Pepe Rey. The struggle against provincialism 

~ 

1. Alvarez Quintero, Pr6logo to Ant6n Caballero. 

At the suggestion of Dr. S. G. Morley, · a letter was 
written to the Quintero brothers whose reply is as 
follows: 

Srta. Margaret V. Campbell 
Distinguida sefiorita: hemos reoibido su amable oarta 
del d!a 5 y nos complacemos en decirle a usted que 
la obra de 'Don Benito Perez Galdos a queen ella se 
refiere, y de la cual refundimos dos actoa en uno, 
a ruego del inaigne maestro, enfermo entonces, es 
"Celia en los infiernoa". 

Muy atentamente la saluda con este motivo, 
I 

2 M l it lal JiaY s. Alvarez Quintero • or ey, .QR• ,2__., p. - 4 
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is more suited to tragedy than to comedy. The tragedy 

of~ Perfecta steadily increases in power until the 

last scene. The comedy, Anton Caballero, as worked out 

by the Quintero brothers, promises much in the first 

act,-the struggle between yo~g Spain and the powers 

of bossism. It dwindles in the second act, and as 

Morley says: 

It simmers down to a second honeymoon 
sustained by an inexhaustible bank 
account. 1 

However, there is much of Perez Gald6s in the play. 

Ant6n Caballero is like Celia !fil 19..§. infierno~, in that 

the reformers bring about their reforms with money. 

Caciguismo, bossism, is a symbolic enemy 1n Anto~ 

Caballero as it is in Alma 3. vida and Mariucha. Anton 

is the embodiment of New Spain as are the heroes of 

Mariucha, 1§ ~ San Quintin and~ :I.. v1da. The ending 

of Anton Caballero is much like that of La de~ Quintin 

in that Anton and Eloisa le~ve to begin their new life in 

different surroundings. Like the other dramas, the names 

are suggestive. Malva, as a name, contradicts her per

sonality while that of Madruga suggests the agressive 

politician. The humor, the gentle irony, and the comic 

vein are typical of the Quintero brothers. 

1. ~-
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The Quintero brothers skilfully rewrote the play, 

preserving intact the genius of the author. So 

steeped in the works of Perez Galdos were they that 

they used words and phrases which might have cvme 

from the pen of P6rez Galdos and when Antdn Caballero 

came to the stage, it was greeted as another Galdosean 

creation. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FOREIGN INFLUENCES 

It is generally acknowledged that the works, 

particule.rly the dramas, of Perez Galdos show influences 

of French, English, Russian, and Norwegian writers. 

Because his novels were written first, and from them 

later some of his dramas, the influences upon the two 

can scarcely be separated. 

The sum total of the literature of any one nation 

did not seem to affect him, but rather was he attracted 

to individual writers whose ideas .and interpretation of 

life were in accord with his own. He did not superim

pose upon his own works the chs.racteristics of his 

favorite foreign writers, but merely blended their 

ideas with his own. Thus, strengthening hie convic

tions from these sources, P6rez Galdos remained indi

vidual. 

First, let us consider influences from across the 

Pyranees. The success of the historical novels of 

Erckmann--Chartian may have suggested to him the 
I Episodios Nacionales. His long stories in dialogue 

form, which he calls novelas, but in the preface of 

which he clearly states that he has the theatre in 
1 

mind, are of the general form used by Henri Lavedan. 

1. Perez Galdos, Prologo de El abuelo (novela) 
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Balzac influenced Perez Galdos, especially in 

character development. In writing of his first trip 

to France 1n his Memorias, P6rez Galdos states: 

El primer libro que compre fue un tomito 
de las obras de Balzac--un franco; 
L1bra1r1e Nouvelle. Con la lectura de 
aquel librito, Eugenia Gre.ndet, me deaayune 
del gran novelador francds, yen aquel 
viaJe a Paris yen los sucesivos compl ~ 
la colecc16n de ochenta y tantos tomoa

1
que 

aun conservo con religiosa venerac16n. 

Balseiro traces his heroic men to Balzac: 

La tendencia de Galdoe-herenc1a, sin duda, 
de Balzac--a representer hombres mediocres 
e ideas popul~es con proporc1ones 
hero1cas, etc. 

Cejador y Frauca adds: 
I / 

Se educo baJo la 1nfluenc1a anato~ca 
y f1siologica del arte de Balzac.~ 

Balseiro raises the question: If Galdos sought to 

create characters, did he succeed? As an answer, 
4 

Balse1ro suggests that the name Perez Galdos be sub-

stituted for Balzac in the following quotation by the 

French critic Ramon Fernandez: 

---les personnages de Balzac ont ete des 
1d~es pens~es avant que d'etre des 
1ndividus vivants, et une question a.lore 
nous vient aussit6t aux levres: sont-11s 
1nd1v1dus? La r~ponse est qu 11la f1n1ssent 

1. P~rez Gsld6s, Memorias, p. 39 
2. Balseiro, 212• ill•, p. 218 
3. CeJador y Frauca, H1stor1a de la lengua ~ literatura 

castellana, vol. a, p. 442 
4. Balseiro, 212• ill•, P• 175 
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par led venir, reponse que soul ve des 
difficult s gravess On a dit souvent 
que Balzac preparait minut eusement lea 
protagonistes de ses drarnes, mais 1 
con vi endrai t plu -r,6t d dire, a mon a 1a, 
qu 1 1 es fabr1gua1t habilement, car 
1 1 lnd1v1du d terminJ n•ajoute r1en par 
lui-m§me aux 11gnes abstraites dont 11 
et le recoupement.l 

P~rez Gald6s has been compared likewise to Ba zac for 

his wonderful array of living characters and to 

Dickens, who was his favorite English writer, for the 
2 

humanity and the humor that inform them. When we 

recall that Perez Gald6s attended a.~ English school in 

his native Canary Is ands until he went to Madrid to 

study law at the age of twenty, and that he translated 

Pickwick for a Madrid newspaper, it is surprising 

that we find so little evidence of the influence of 

English upon his writings. 

Years ago, Rafael Altamira pointed out that the 

resemblance to Dickens was more in the faculty for 
3 

creating types than in the vein of humor. Cejador 

y Frauoa says that P~rez Galdos resembled Dickens in 

the character delineation of children and of abnormal 

people. 

En la poesia de los nifios yen el arte 
de hacerles sentir y hablar y finalmente 
en la pintura de los estadoa excepcionales 
de conciencia: locos, sonambulos, misticos 

1. Ram6n Fernandez~ 1essage.§., premiere serie, sixieme 
ed., Paris, 1926. II. !&. H~thode de Balzac, P• 6? 

2. Goldberg, The Drama .Q.f rransition, p. ?8 
3. Goldberg, .Q:Q• ill•, P• ?8 
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1 
iluminados y fanaticos de todo genera. 

Perez Galdoe was a cosmopolitan reader. Writers 

of the North, especially Ibsen and Tolstoy, claimed 

his attention. He was the first to introduce the 

modern social spirit of Ibsen into Spain, 1 El 
2 

verdadero ibseniano de Espana es Galdos". He, as 

well as Ibsen, was contending for moral and social 

laws in advance of the times : 

El dram~tico sueco y el espanol quieren 
sacar de la naturaleza, brutal a veces 
y contra la razon, nuevas leyes 
morales y sociales.3 

It was not inspiration, not new ideas, that Perez 

Galdos drew from the Northern writer. S. Marion 

Tucker sees in Perez Galdos the same point of view 

as that of Ibsen,--a disposition to question current 

ideas and conventions, a willingness to break bonds, 
4 

and to go further afield in thought. Social reform, 

with Perez Galdos, also became symbolic after the 
5 

manner of Ibsen and other dramatists of the North. 

However, there may be direct influence of Ibsen upon 

~ condenados wherein Galdos, like Ibsen, maintains 

that it is not the province of society to force 
6 

repentance upon an individual. 

1. C~Jador y Frauca, .2J2• cit., vol. a, p. 442 
2. IBM•, p. 431 
3. Ibid. 
4. Tucker, Modern Continental Plays, p. 327 
5. CeJador y Frauca, :212• cit.,_ vol. 8, p. 442 
6. Berkowitz, 2£• ~., P• XXVIII 
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Support of the theory that Perez Galdos did not 

imitate the great Russian Tolstoy is given when 

Balseiro says that Russian art compaginates more closely 

with Spanish temperament and emotion than with that 
1 

of any other country, and Ayala says that the blending 

of character and atmosphere is alike in both Russian 

and Spanish writers. 

Este diluirse de la figura en el ambiente 
e 1nf1ltrarse del amb1ente en la figura, 
---es nota caracterist1ca del arte 11terar1o 
mas original e 1ntenso, la literatura rusa.2 

I , 
Perez Galdos has been compared to Tolstoy in that 

both struggled against conventions and for the sincere 
3 

assertion of individual conscience. Analysis of 

conscience plays a large part both in the novels of 

Tolstoy and in the dramas of Perez Galdo ·s. 

Portnoff contrasts and compares the characters in 
4 

the triangles of Ana Karenina and Realidad. He finds 

that Orozco, Viera and Augusta are the children of 

Perez Galdos 1 imagination, produced under influence 

that infiltrates into great writers without detracting 

from their originality, and that Orozco, particularly 

in the critical moments of life, resembles closely 
5 

the husband of Ana in A!Y!: Karenina by Tolstoy. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

Balseiro, .5m. .. _ill., p. 44 
Perez de Ayala,~• _ill .. , vol .. I, P• 43 
BarJa, ,22. ~., p. 635 
Portnoff, "The Influence of Tolstoy's "Anna 
Karenina" on Galdos•, Hispania, vol. XVi P• 208-214 ~-
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He finds in Augusta, (Real1dad) traits of character not 

unusual in Spanish women. He parallels Vronsky, (Ana 

Karenina) and Federico (Realidad). These are not 

ordinary seductors, for in them good triumphs over evil. 

But neither author has prepared the reader for the triumph, 

and, in Vroneky and Federico, the good seems out of 

character. Far from the usual attitude ot seducers, 

Vroneky and Federico , overcome by remorse, commit suicide. 

The outstanding characteristic of the two husbands is 

an absence of all sentiment and a tendency to cold reason

ing at critical moments. However, in spite of this 

similarity to the Russian novel, the drama Realidad bears 

the urun1stakable stamp of Galdos, (§.!. sello 1nconfund1ble 
1 

g&, Galdos) • 

Madariaga compares Perez Galdos to Dostoyevsky: 

Como en Dostoyevsky, sue personajes 
suelen ser gentee de temperamento tenso 
y hasta---equ111brado,---M!eticos y 
locos abundan en ambos autores.2 

Yet Portnoff finds the fields of anal.yeis quite different,

Dostoyevsky analyzed the mind, the nerves, the brain; 
3 

Galdos-the heart, the soul. 

According to Portnoff, the works of Tolstoy did not 

influence the technique or plot of Perez Galdds, but 

rather the delineation of character, the artistic 

1. Ibid. 
2 . Madariaga, .21!• ~•, P• 87-89 
3 . Portnoff, .QR•~., vol. XV, p. 203-5 
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l 
sincerity, the psychology, and the po~er of thought. 

Portn off continues the comparison by saying that the 

mysticos and the mad of Gald6e resemble more c osely 

those of Tolstoy-- the tragic and the most sublime in 

simple people- beautiful and no le souls in the bodies 

of th lowly, as for example, Gald6s in ,,1ar1anela and 

Tolstoy in A!.9:B• 

"Tolstoy's spiritual idea 1s what is most 
outstanding in Gald s; the regeneration 
of the soul, the elevation of the spirit, 
although it be but momentary, in the most 
perverse people. ffl2 

In cataloguing the library of Perez Gald6s, H$ C~ 

Berkowitz found that among the 3,930 volumes, 19 are _ 
3 

by Russian authors~ 

Capilla aptly sums up the foreign influences when 

he says: 

1. Ibid. 
2. Ibid. 

Gald6s se iguala a Balzac. Tlene el 
hwnorismo de Dickens; la rebeld!a 
demoledora de Ibsen; el mist1c1smo 
soc1al1sto de Tolstoy---y el naturalismo 
de Zola; pero todo ello neutralizado, 
absorb1do por su predominante realismo 
nacido de la pura cepa espafiola.4 

3. Balseiro, .Q:Q• cit., p. 256, note 125 
4. Alarc6n Capilla, Gald6s -:I. §.Y ~' p. 65 
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CHAPTER V 

PEREZ GALD6s, THE TRANSITIONAL SPANISH DRAMATIST,

HIS CONTRIBUTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPANISH DRAMAe 

In his own literary career, Perez Galdos, the 

novelist and dramatic critic, by degrees became Perez 

Galdos, the dramatist. This gradual change, this 

transition, typifies in a way the position of Perez 

Gald6s as a dramatist. He was not a follower of worn

out conventions, but rather, he sloughed off the old 

and moved towards the new. If he cannot be placed 

beside Spainfls greatest dramatists, he is ~ecogn1zed 

ae a transition dramatist between the old and the new. 

Althoug} S. Marion •:iucker considers P6rez Galdos 
1 

a forerunner of Benavente who ie, of course, the real 

creator of the modern Spanish drama, yet Manuel Azaiia 

considers.him a novateur, -not a forerunner because 

the dramatic conventions introduced by Perez Galdos 
2 

have not been developed by later dramatistse 

Cejador y Frauca sees in Galdos the link between the 

fantastic stage of Echegaray and the theatre of 
3 

realism. Andr~e Gonzilez Blanco had perhaps best 

classified P~rez Gald6s when he places him as a 
4 

transition dramatist. 

1. Tucker, 212· cit., p. 327 
2. Azana, "Le th~Atre de Perez Galdos", Les Nouvelles 

Literaires, November 12, 1932 
3. Cejador y Frauca, ~• cite, vol. 8, p. 428 
4~ Gonzalez-Blanco, .2.R• cite,, P• 204 
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In what does the transition consist? What are 

the Galdoaean dramatic innovations? (A.) A change of 

material; (B.) creating of the Spanish theatre of 

ideas; and (C.) a difference in dramatic technique 

which Pardo Bazan calls the opening of the doors to 
l 

realism in dramatic form. 

(A$) Change of Material. 

No century has seen more changes in theme -and 

technique than has the nineteenth. Romantic dramatists 

broke the unities. From time to time an entirely new 

type of drBJDa developed; the drama of contemporary 

society, philosophic drama, sentimental dramsJ, drama 

of social satire, psychological and analytical drama. 

Before the time of P~rez Galdos, there had been 

a decided change in material in Spanish drama. These 

changes were analyzed by Pdrez Gald6s in his press 
2 

articles, Nuestro teatro. Immediately preceding 

P~rez Galdos was the school of Echegaray whose drama, 

lacking in analysis, was fantastic, presenting a world 

of passions, intrigues, and conflicts. Onie speaks 

of Perez Galdds as the link of the past and the future 
3 

(§.! lazo ~ pasado y_ ~ porvenir). Rather is 

Perez Galdos a pivot that swings the school of the 

1. 
2. 
3. 

I Pardo Bazan, .QR• ill•, p. 234 
See pages 4 and 5 , 
Onie, Ensayos--fil:. espafiolismo de Galdos, P• 119=120 
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past to the future. In his drBJna, Electra, Electra 

herself is the symbol of the modern soul, half chained 

by the past and struggling to orient itself in the 

present. It is the presentation of the long duel be-
1 

tween religious fanaticism and contemporary civilization. 

The novels and plays of PJrez Galdos have a back

ground of historic, detailed study of customs and social. 

conditions, a background of value and merit to the main 
2 

theme. It was at social conditions of Spain that 
I I Perez Galdos began hammering~ hoping in some way to 

get people to think and to act. He spared no one. 

Salaverri~ writes: 
I ---Galdoa puso au p1edad al servicio de 

toda la muchedumbre de pobrea diablos 
de la mesocracia madrilena, oomo 
paralelamente hab!a puesto su entusiasmo 
en los magnificos, y no pobres, diablos 
de la fauna espa.nola del siglo XIX: guer.,,,. 
rerillos, ps.triotas, cabecillaa - carlistas, 
generales facciosos, tribunos de cafe y 
ateneo, ouras fanaticoe, politicos 
aventurergs y ases1nos o bandoleros con 
uniforme. 

Though he was a partisan with fanatic ardor, his 

partisanship was tempered by clear vision. Seeing 

life clearly and -seeing it whole, he set about to 

readjust social conditions. In~ loca g& la~, 

1893, with the marriage of Pepet, nouveau riche, 

to Victoria, the daughter of a former capitalist, 

1. Vezinet, bes mattres du roman espanol contemporain, 
P• .54 

2. Dendarie1.a.a., .Q.12• ~., P• 168 
3. Salaver r !a, Nuevos tratoa, P• ·49 
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Perez Galdos attempted a solution for the antagonism 

between social classes. In~ de San Quintin~ Rosario~ 

and Victor's embrace inaugurates in Spanish life a 

new epoch based upon the union of the old aristocracy 

and modern socialism~ 

Perez Galdos takes a new attitude toward the time

old struggle between virtue and crime, good and evil$ 

He is not concerned with moral values so much as with 

social values. Characters are on the stage as social 

symbols. It is not so much that he wishes to create 

symbolic types but that his types, being very human 

and real, through their grandeur, incarnate a great 
l 

passion,-v1rtue, vice, goodness, duty or right. 

The depth of his ideas excels the action. 

-~-sobrepuJa la prof~di~ad de la idea 
a la variedad de la acoion, cosa que 
despues de todo no es defecto. Ademaa, 
esta falta es mas aparente que real, 
pues t1enen sobradisima aco16n e 
inter~s las obras teatrales de este 
dramaturgo; · lo que sucede ea que 
cansan a cierta clase de publicos, 
porque no estd.n acoetumbrados a 
depurar sus geatos •bebiendo en fuentes" 
de sana virtud ideal.~ 

Thus, while painting a picture of Spanish society as 

1t was in hie day, Perez Galdos went a step further 

and through his theatre of ideas, projected on the 

1. Dendariena, .Q..Q• ill•, P• 143 
2. ~., p. 1?5 
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stage his conception of the various antagonistic elements 

or society and provided a solution which he considered 

logical and ideal. P6rez Galdos has, therefore, 

introduced into Spain the problem play. There is a 

perfect fusion of the theatre of realism and ideas 

in BAI'bara in which penance for both lovers is insisted 

uponJsince in ideal Justice it makes no difference 

whether the crime committed is against oppression or 

against liberty. El abuelo presents the combination 

or real people and sublime 1deas,--plac1ng love above 

lineage. 

En El abuelo hallan au magn!fica 
expresidn los dos aspectos del 
genio galdosiano: la reproduccion 
del mundo y el pensamiento 
transcendental, lo concreto de las 1 figuras y lo sublime de las 1dease 

( B.) / Theatre of Ideas & 

/ P~rez Galdos realized that the decadence of 

Spain struck so deep that, she was, to use the phrase 

of Ortega y Casset, invertebrate. In novel and drama, 

he sought to awaken and stir to action hie beloved 

countrymen, advocating constructive, although not 

always, practical changes. To bring the lesson home, 

he threw to the winds certain old theatrical 

•conventions• which he severely criticized in his 

essays on the theatre (Nuestro teatro). He created 

1. Me Romera-Navarro, Histor1a de la literatura 
espanola, P• 582 
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characters and person1f1oat1ons of ideas; for Perez 

Galdos believed that literature should teach. Willis 
1 

Knapp Jones oalls him a moralist who uaed a novelist's 

technique in his plays. To demonstrate ideas, new 1f 

not radical, Perez Galdoe could not resort to tradition

al dramatic treatment and was obliged to evolve a 

personal technique because the drama of ideas was not 
2 

generally known in Spain. 

In turning to drama, Perez Gal.dos faced a double 

risk. First, was his desire to reform. w. H. Bishop 

in criticizing the dramas of P~rez Galdds, avers that 

preaching from boards, if ever endurable, must be by 

one perfect in the resource of dramatic art and with 
3 

a nicety of touch. Second, a speo1f1o aim in each 

drama created a purpose play& Each play stands for 

the inculcation of some social doctrine or reform. 

There is, however, doubt as to whether the purpose 

play can achieve lasting success, unless the theme be 

universal. Because of their general appeal such plays 

as El abuelo, Mar1ucha, and~ loca .Q&. la~ will be 

lasting; while such local and temporary plays as 

Santa Juana .9:!. Castilla and~ z ~ are soon 
I forgotten. To-day the theses of the plays of Perez 

1. Jones, Spanish Literature f2!: English Readers, 
P • 126 
Berkowitz, .QR• cit., p~ XXV 
Bishop, Warner ' s L1brar3t !rl. the World's~ 
Literature, Vol. X, p. 3 
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Gald6s seem out of style. Even his most enthusiastic 

admirer, Manuel Azana, feels that his manner of seeing 

into the moral world is commonplace in rationalizing 
1 

and his analysis not sufficiently developed. 

1. Characters Become Seconder~ to Ideas. 

At times, intent upon the thesis, Perez Galdos 

fails to create characters, with a consequent 

absorption of concrete reality into abstract idea 

or thesis. Many of the plays therefore contain 

thought but little life: 

Sus defectoa capitales consisten en 
su lentitud y pesadez novelisticas yen la 
absorcion de la realidad concreta de .los 
caracteres en la abstracta de la idea o 
tesis.---Hay pensam~ento en estas obras, 
pero hay poca vida. · 

The works of Perez Galdos are ennobled, howeveri 

by a Utopian eagerness to balance the human heart 

(equ111brar el corazon humano), by~ earnest desire 

to win new victories for independent expression of 

thought: 

la literatura galdosiana-corriente 1 
desembarazada y atraotiva al comun 
interes del pueblo--se ennoblece en 
todas sue obras por au utdpico afd.n 
de equilibrar el coraz6n humano; por 
su empeno indef1n1ble de ganar nuevas 
v1ctor1as para la 1ndepend~ente 
expresi&n del pensamiento. 

1. Azafia, 2l!· cit. 
2. BarJa, .9J2.• cit., p. 641 
3. Balseiro, .22• ill, p. 165 
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The character may be lost to the play,but never 

is one character absorbed by another. They balance 

and complete one another. Perez Galdoa believed in 

the individuality of man, and many of his characters 

express the vehement 9 yet unfulfilled desire to 

counter-balance one another without merging person

alities. This is the desire of Victoria and Pepe in 

La loca de la~- Laura and Juan Pablo (Alma l. 

~) love, yet know that love must be a completion 

not a merging of individuality. 

compensarse sin destru1rse. He ahi 
el anhelo 1ncumpl1do de muchae 
cr1aturas Galdos1anas. He ah! el 
ans1a concretada en La loca de 1~ 
~ {1892) por Victoria°yPepet. 
En~~~ hay dos caracteree 
---que no pueden menos de atr~eree 
y amarse para complementarse. 

Five ideas seem to have obsessed this reformer: 

2~ Misdirected Charity. 

Perez Galdoe was obsessed with the idea of 

battering down prejudice, and with the idea of 

reform of social customs as he found them in Spain. 

Though obsessed with this idea of reform, he was 

broad enough to take a theme and treat it from 

different angles. In Mariucha there 1s a protest 

against misdirected charity. The family de Alto 

Rey is financially ruined. Filomena, marquesa de 

lo 9.J2• cit., P• 23'7 
~. CeJador y Frauoa, ~~ ci~, vol. a, p. 430 
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Alto Rey, takes her little ready cash to buy a new 

cloak for the statue of the Virgin Mary. When the 

priest finds that she will not follow the suggestion 

of waiting another year to bedeck the Virgin {Mariucha, 

Act I, scene 4) the priest takes the money, "money 

from heaven", and gives it to Mariucha, the daughter, 

to use to support the family. In Celia§.!! !2.§, 

infiernoe, Perez Galdds makes us admire the sincerity 

of Celia though he condemns her ill-considered 

charity. Celia, disguised, scatters her wealth 

among the people of the working class (Act III, scene 

10). Finally she buys the mill and pensions the 

workers (Act IV, scene 6). The impulse is worthy. 

The method is ill-advised and hence, as Pere z Galdos 

shows, it is not of real help to the poor~ 

3,. Pundanor. · 

P~rez Galdos is often more rational and logical 

than emotional, and, at times, runs counter to the 

traditional Spanish conception of honor,---the 

oundanoy so dear to the heart of Spanish drama.t1.sts. 

According to Yxart, Orozco in Realidad is the first 

husband in Spanish drama to pardon a guilty wife, 

the first one to break the Calderonian tradition to 
1 

kill for honor's sake. Also in~~ ciencia {1905), 

1~ Yxart, El~ esc~nico ~ Espana, vol. I, p. 329 
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the husband Guillermo pardons his wife Paulina. 

Or, en pleine vogue du theatre de 
Echegaray---, Gald&s oaait proposer 
dans Real1dad la so ution oontraire, 
la solution genereuse du pardon~I 

/ 

Miss Elizabeth Wallace points out that the denouement 

of El abue10 · 1s diametrically opposed to the conception 

of honor as well as to the Cervantesque prejudice of 
2 

the ties of kinship. El abuelo, Act v, scene 9, 

Albrit accepts the illegitimate granddaughter Dolly, 

thereby placing love above family honor. 

4. Gospel of Labor. 

Of all the plays in which Perez Gald6e sets forth 

the doctrine of salvation by work, Voluntad, La de San 

Quintin and Mariucha are outstanding. Here we find 
I I sloth and degeneracy held up to scorn; for Perez Galdos 

would spur the indolent to action. In Voluntad energy 

personified in the wayward daughter Isidora repairs 

the faults of sloth and laxness. In La de San Quintin, 

the saving grace of labor 1s exemplified in the 

adaptability of the aristocratic duchess. As guest of 

a former overseer on her father's estate which he, 

don Jose, now owns, she willingly submits to the regime 

of hard domestic labor imposed upon her at his 

suggestio~. (La de San Quintin, Act I, scene 10) 

1. Azafia; .Ql2.. cit. , 
2. Wallace, "The Spanish Drama of To-day", Atlantic 

Monthly, vol~ 102, p. 35?-66 
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D. Jose: Ademas del reposo que ofrezco 
a tu esp!ritu enfermo, esta vida ha de 
ser para ti un cureo de filosof!a del 
hogar domeetico. El ejemplo de mi 
nieta te ensenara muchas cosas que 
1gnoras. 

In Mariucha encouraged by Leon's example, Mariucha 

sets about her equally difficult task of supporting 

her family by her own efforts. Social traditions are 

against her; her father 8s lax business code is against 

her, and, _hardest of all, she has to carry on 1n face 

of the suspicion of her parents and friends that 

perhaps Leon is giving her the money for her business 

venture. Nor can her family understand that she 

prefers financial independence to a home with her rich 

sister-in-law. Here is where the play should really 

end; for has not Perez Galdos solved the problem? The 

' marriage of Mariucha and Leon, with all its theatrical 

clap-trap, nullifies the effect, while the brother 8 e 

marriage for money really saves the family and is a 

concession to the established tradition. 

Even in such a play as La loca de la~, where 

P6rez Galdos is obsessed with quite another theme,-

t hat of the power of the weak over the strong,- one 

finds constant reference to actual manual labor. 

While in Celia~ 12.§. 1nfiernoe, subordinate to the 

main theme, again we find labor glorified when Celia 

forgets her Jealousy of Ester and even gives the 

stamp of her approval of the marriage with German 
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after they have proved their worth. 

5. ~ Value of Science. 

As Fran~o1s de Cu.rel ad brought science into the 

French drama in 1899 with La Nouvelle Idole, so Perez 

Galdos introduced to the Spanish public science as a 

theme for drama. Don Benito repeats in several plays 

the doctrine of science tinged with human love for 

the benefit of mankind. Love and science are the 

forces which heal and redeem the soul of Paulina 

( Amor '3.. cienc1a) who i ·s reestablished in her husband I s 

favor because she consents to help him realize his 

dream of medical service to mankind. In Dona Perfecta, 

science, to doffa Perfecta, brings death to sentiment 

and illusions. What is called progress, to her ia 

corruption, decadence, and the ruin of hearts. 

Science, as she sees it, accelerates this progress. 

On the other hand, her prospective son-in-law Pepe 

would even put the beggars to work if his scientific 

ideas could become realities. The entire play Electra 

is symbolic of the struggle between modern science 

and the church. One whole act (Act III) takes place 

in M!iXimo's laboratory. 

6. Anticlericalism. 

·Perez Galdos saw clearly the power of · the clergy 

and the church in Spain and registered a protest 

against clericalism. The success of Electr,!; was 
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largely due to what seemed to be an attack on 

Jeaultical methods of coercion. The play appeared 

at the time of the famous Ubao case in which it was 

proved that a clerical family had conspired to lock 

up a young woman in a convent, under cover of a 

non-existant religious vocation, in order to secure 

her money. The popularity of the play showed plainly 

the attitude of the Spaniards. The famous actress 

Maria Guerrero refused to play in Electra, saying 

that art stands too high to serve political agitation 

and passion& Riots occurred in the provincial cities 

where the play was presented, and the actors were 

refused lodging and forced to spend the night in the 

streets. 

The appearance of the play when everyone wae 

discussing the Ubao case . c·-··ew the attention of the 

public to only one phase of the problem which Perez 

Galdbs was presenting,-that a girl is not bad because 

her mother was. Each of the mother 0s lovers attempts 

to control Electra's future. The strongest willed 

of the lovers was Pantoja$ who, repentant, has found 

salvation 1n religion and would save Electra by 

placing her in a convent. The importance given to 

Pantoja and to his plans for Electra turned the public 

attention from the real problem. 
\ 
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Though the appearance of Electra at the time of 

the Uboa case was a mere coincidence, in 1910 the 

recurrence )f the anticlerical campaign gave rise 

to Casandra which is frankly anticlerical, but not 

bitter. Dona Juana (Casandra) plans to leave her 

wealth to the church instead of to her expectant 

family. 

Don Inocencio (Dona Perfecta) is Perez Gald s 1 

strongest prot.est against the power of a wicked 

priest. In the novel, he is the tool in the hands of 

his ambitious, unscrupulous niece, Maria Remedios, 

whom Perez Galdoa skillfully keeps in the background 

until the reader thoroughly hates don Inocencio, 

who has prejudiced everyone, including Pepe's own 

aunt, against Pepe Rey. In the novel, our abhor

rence of don Inocencio is shifted to Maria Remedios. 

In the drama, he remains a consumate villain, a target 

for hatred. 

Electra, Dona Perfecta and Mariucha also present 

the struggle between fanaticism and contemporary 

civilization. Perez Galdos was attacking not .the 

church but fanaticism. Maximo in Electra states 

that he trusts in God .. Pepe in Dona Perfecta does 

not wish to destroy religion but mystic sm. In 

Mariucha, the 13good angel" is a progressive priest,-
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thus we see that Perez Galdos was in sympathy with 

the representatives of religion if not with the 

bigots. Loa condenadoe and Sor Simona are full of 

fair-minded religious people. The whole play Santa 
'\, 

J~ 9&. Castilla is a confession of faith; dona 

Juana is suspected of heresy, but the Jesuit 

Francisco de Borja bears witness to the fact that 

her faith is unshaken. Pope Leo VIII decreed that 

the works of P~rez Galdoa should not be put upon the 

* Index, and he bestowed upon him a cross of honor. 

(C ~ Techn1qu_!3, 

(1.) Classification of Plays 

(a.) Chronological List of Plaxs. The following 

list includes the dramatized novels. The dates are 

those of the first performances. 

Quien ~ ~, l2!£.n !!.Q. espere (written 1861) 

La expuls16n de los mor1scos (written between 1864 

and 1868) 

El hombre fuerte (written between ~864 and 1868) 

Realidad (March 15, 1892) 

~ loca de ~ ~ (January 16, 1893) 

-Gerona (February 3, 1893) 

* Warshaw, "The Casa Museo Gald6a--For Sale?" 
H1apania, vol. X, p~ 225-236. 
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La de San Qu1nt!n (January 27, 1894) 

Los condenadoa (December 11, 1894) 

Voluntad (December 20, 1895) 

Dona Perfecta (January 28, 1896) 

La fiera (December 23, 1896) 

Electra (January 30, 1901) 

~ 3;. ~ (April 9, 1902) 

Mariucha (July 16, 1903) 

fil:. abuelo (February 14, 1904) 

BArbara (March 28, 1905) 

Amor~ ciencia (November?, 1905) 

Pedro M1nio (December 15, 1908) 

Zaragoza (June 4, 1908)=-an opera 

Casandra (February 28, 1910) 

Celia _.ru! loa 1nf1ernos (December 9, 1913) 

Aloeste (April 21, 1914) 

§2.£ Simona (December 1, 1915) 

fil:. tacano Salomon (February 2, 1916) 

Santa Juana de Castilla (May 8, 1918) 

-:-I•, 

Ant6n Caballero (December 16, 1921)--completed by the 

Quintero brothers from an unfinished sketch,!&.§. 

bandidos. 

The following novels of Galdos were dramatized by 

others: 

Il egu1pa,1e de rey Jose ( 1903) by Catarineu and Castro 

La fam111a 9:§. Leon Roch (1904) by Jose Jerique 

Marianela (1916) by the Quintero brothers 
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fil:. audaz (1919) by Benavente. 

The majority of the plays of Perez Galdoe are 

dramas of three or four acts. Excluding Gerona, of 

the twenty-one plays written by Pirez Galdos and 

actually staged, four are five-act plays; seven are 

four-act plays; eight are three-act plays, and two 

are two-act plays. 

His first three plays were written in verse but 

never presented. Quien mal hace, bien !lQ. espere was 

written in 1861 before Perez Galdos left Las Palmas 

for Mad.rids A fairly detailed description of it is 

given on page 44 of the volume !lecrologia de~. Perez 

Gald6s, which is open to the inspection of visitors 
l 

at San Quint!n. 1§ expulsion de los moriscoe has 

disappeared. El hombre fuerte has been published in 

part in a Spanish periodical, Nuestro Tiempo. 

Although the director of the Principe theatre of Madrid, 

to whom Perez Galdos sent La expulsion.§£ los moriscos, 
2 

found it delightful he rejected it. A similar fate 
3 

befell El hombre fuerte. 

(b.) Classification M to Theme. There is in the 

works of P~rez Gald6s as great a variety of plays as 

of novels: there are themes from contemporary life 

(El abuelo); historical (Santa Juana de Castilla 

1. Warshaw, "Errors in biography of Galdoa", Hispania, 
vol. IX 
Berkowitz, .QJ2.• cit., 
Olmet y Garcia Carrafa, Galdos, p$ 29-30 
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and La fiera); and classical (Alcest~); as well as 

plays with both Spanish and foreign setting (Barbara). 

Realidad, La loca de la~, Gerona, Dona 

Perfecta, El abuelo, Zaragoza, and Casandra were novels 

or condensed stories in dramatic form, published before 

the stage performances. Gerona, La fiera, Zaragoza~ 

.§2!: Simona, Alma :I. vida, Barbara, Santa Juana de 

Castilla and Alceste have historical settings and are 

characterized by the same accuracy as that of the 

Episodios nacionalea. BArbara and Alceste are the 

only plays with foreign setting~ With the exception 

of those named above, Perez Galdos places his action 

in the present. Strictly speaking, Pedro Minio 1a 

the only comedy. There are two instances of a play 

within a play in Alma 3. ~ (Act I, scene 3 and 

Act II, scene 13). 

Mart1nenche, in 1906, divided the dramas into 

three large divisions: romantic 1892-1894, realistic 

1894-1902, and symbolic 1903-1905. The first period, 

from Realidad to 1o_q condenados, contains general 

moral themes and seeks to win the Spanish to crossing 

ideas, rather than swords. The second, Voluntad to 

A_~~~, presents only matters of purely nation

al interest. In the last period, from Mariucha to 

Amor~ c1enc1a,he sought to lay aside controversy and 
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1 
blend all that was Spanish with a broad philosophy. 

Morley considers the classification fallacious. 

Aside from the fact that Martinenche was not acquain

ted with Galdos' play Gerona, which does not fit into 

his scheme, Morley finds no reason for placing La de 

San 9..uint!p in the first period and Mariucha in the 

third; and he feels that the former has no more general 

thesis than Voluntad, of the second. And later plays, 

such as Casandra (1910) so closely allied to Electra, 
2 

have come to disturb the arrangement. 

HoNever, there is abundant internal evidence to 

show that there was a change from a limited vision 

to a broad and poetic vision. 

(c.) Repetition of Themes. In such a vast and varied 
I I production as are the novels and plays of Perez Galdos, 

repetition is to be expected,--repetit1on of ideas, 

of charac~ers, of scenes, and even of incidents. In 

seeking to open the eyes of Spain, P6rez Galdos con

tinually wrote of pauperism and clericalism. He 

offered as a solution a firm will and the gospel of 

labor. Often, within one play, there 1s an overlapping 

of several theories, rather than a dominant one. 

1. Martinenche, .QJ2• cit., p. 815-50 
2. Morley, Introduction to Mariucha, p. XIV 
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In Voluntad (1895) Isidora, a wayward daughter 

with energy, shaking the family from sloth and laxness, 

restores her father 9 s business. I n Mar·uch~ (1903), 

Mar1ucha aided by the priest and the funds from the 

misdirected charity of her mother, succeeds in sup

porting the family by means of a shop. 
,, 

Abetted by the priest, Rosario's mother, in 

Dona Perfecta (1896) seeks to drive Pepe from the 

country, so that Jacinto, the priest's nephew will 

marry Rosario, and the property will be controlled by 

the church. Dona Juana in Casandra (191~) instead of 

willing her property to her family, changes her plans, 

so that the church will inherit her wealth. The power 

of the church is brought out when Pantoja, in Electra 

(1901) tries to force Electra into a convent. There 

is still another similarity in Dona Perfecta; Dofia 

Perfecta resents the introduction of science especial

ly in the person of her prospective son-in-law. 

In an attempt to save a man's soul, two saintly 

characters take oath to a lie (Los condenados, 1894)~ 

Again, Sor Simona, to shield a yoW1g man, lies by saying 

that he is her son (SO£ Simonj!. 1915)* 

Often P~rez Galdos presents a social problem andj 

instead of offering a specific answer he solves it by 

a conventional marria.gee This is the easy cure for a 

variety of social afflidtions. In Voluntad {1895) 
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Isidora has brought her father's shop back to its for

mer standard, but cannot quite overcome the indolence 

of her lover whom she marries. In La des~ Quintin 

(1894) he advocates the amalgamation of the upper and 

lower classes, by present ng the love of the poverty

stricken duchess Rosario for a socialist, Victor. 

Victor, the grandson of a peasant farmer, is no true 

representative of the masses, nor is this wedding a 

solution for the working class~ 

In La fiera (1896), a young liberal spy is in 

love with an absolutist baroness. He kills the leader 

of the liberals and the commander of the fortress. No 

other solution to the enmity is offered, other than 

the flight of the lovers to regions of peace. In 

Mariuoha, (1903) Leon regains a place for himself through 

hard manual labor. L1kewi se Mariucha supports her 
I family and marries Leon who happens to be of a family 

equal to her own. Here again their problem is solved, 

but marriage would not solve the problem in general, 

for there are not enough Le~ns to go around. However, 

there are plays wherein-marriage does not solve the 

problem. In Celia .fill los infierno_A ( 1913), Celia 

loves but does not marry the plebeian. Nor does 

Susana marry the commoner of El audaz (1919). 

Perez Galdds advocates new blood to revive the 
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failing aristocracy of Spain. In La loca de la casa -----
(1893) Victoria, the daughter of a former capitalist, 

marries Pepet Cruz, a plebeian grown rich. This 

theme, the conquering of a rude man by a Christian and 

mystic girl, Perez Gald had treated before in the 
/ 

novel Angel Guerra. Another version of the theme is 

presented in La .Q&. San Qu1nt!~ with the marriage of 

Rosario of the worn-out aristocracy to Victor of the 

common people. 

On the other hand, illegitimacy, new blood but 

wrong blood, is discussed in two of the playa. In 

Casandra Dona Juana attempts to force Rogelio, her 

husband's illegitimate son , to confor~ to convention 

and marry. In fil:. abuelo (1904) it is Dolly, the 

illegitimate granddaughter >upon whom Albrit leans for 

love and comfort. 

In some of the plays, women come to the front to 

e ave situations: Isidora (Voluntad)i Rosario (La de 

San Qu1nt 1n), Victoria (La loca de la casa) and 

Mariucha (Mariucha). Although these three characters 

have individuality and stand apart, yet their attitude 

toward life is identical, since each maintains that 

there is no pride in aristocracy when it is materially 

impossible to hold social position. In contrast to 

this attitude Perez Gald 6s created don Pedro (Mariucha) 
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and Albrit (El abuelo) fallen aristocrats who cannot 

relinquish their claim to former glory~ 

Perez Gald6a varies his canvas with wicked women: 

the infuriated Barbara kills her husband, (Barbara, 1905); 

Augusta (Real1dad, 1892), Paulina(~ z ciencia, 1905) 

and Lucrecia (El abuelo) are unt"aithful wives. 
I I That Perez Galdoe was somewhat rooted in the past 

is shown by the repeated use of a romantic hero of 

unknovm or concealed origin. But Perez Gald6s 1s 

modern in that the hero, romantic though he be, is 
1 

struggling, not against fate but against society. 

Such are: Victor (La de San Quint!n), ~ Pablo 

( Alma y_ ~) , J oae Leon ( Los condenados) and Leon 

( Mari ucha) • 

There are three characters who typify abstract 

justice and righteousness. Orozco (Realidad) is ready 

to forgive his wife and rises above the plane of 

vengeance for honor's sake. Regardless of personal 

feelings Paternoy (Los condenados) holds himself 

responsible for meting out justice. Horacio (Barbara), 

governor of Syracuse~ forces the countess Barbara, 

who stabbed her husband, to marry her husband's 

brother instead of .permitting her to marry the Spaniard 

whom she loves and who is held responsible for the 

murder. Horacio holds to the letter of the law rather 
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than the spirit. 

Guillermo of Amor~ c1encia is a repetition of 

Orozco (Realidad) 1n that he la ready to forgive his 

wife. 

It may be said that Anton Caballero is the reverse 

of Do~a Perfectaj-the same theme made into a comedia. 

Even the names Dona Perfecta and dona Malva are 

similar in their irony. In each play, there is the 

foil to the hero, Jacinto {Doffa Perfecta) and Regino 

(Anton Caballero), each in love with the heroine9 

Of duplicated scenes, the most evident are Dona 

Perfecta, Act I, scene 9 and La loca de la~,, Act IIj 

scene 6. Dona Perfecta runs the gamut of emotions to 

conquer Pepe. The dramatic effect is heightened when 

in the distance is heard the blast of trumpets that 

blends with the clash of the two unbending wills. 

Victoria {La loca de la~) expresses varied emotions 

also. However, at the end of the scene, the audience 

1s left in doubt as to what emotion 1s dominant. By 

far the strongest of the two scenes is that of Dona 

Perfecta. 

As a storm of doubt rages in A1br1t 8 s mi ~d (n_ 

abuelo, Act III, scene 8), the granddaughters watch 

vhrough the windows the tempest. This idea of sympathy 

of nature with man is repeated in Alma '3.. ~ (Act III, 
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scene 9), where again we have the storm within the 

soul corresponding.with the storm without. In order 

to present Cruz (La loca de la~) and Le6n (Mariuch&) 

as repulsive as possible, Perez Galdos has the m appear 

grimy and covered with perspiration. 

Federico, the seducer (Real1dad), gives Augusta 

his mother's prayer book. Later, he ·comrnita suicide. 

Leonardo, (Barbara) in love with Barbara, la accused 

_of killing her husband, Lothario. When Leonardo is 

banished, he sends Barbara a prayer book. Each woman 

separated from the man she loves, has a prayer book as 

a remembrance9 

(2.) Length of Plays. 

Of the many peculiarities of the dramatic 

technique of Perez Gald6s only the most outstanding 

mechanical features claim our especial attention: 

length of plays, exits and entrances and dramatic 

suspense. 

The usual acting time of a play is no more than 

three hours nor less than two. P6rez Galdos has been 

severely criticized for the length of his plays. In 

reviewing the criticism, it is important to recall that 

* he definitely set forth in Nuestro teatre the principle 

that acts should be longer than forty minutes. 

* See page 9 
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Cesar BarJa is of the opinion that when the 

drama is of a cerebral nature, as was Perez Gald6s', 

the action can be even less prolonged. 

Y menos aun se puede prolongar el 
deporte cuando el ejerc1o1o es, coma 
lo es en el drama de Gald6s de 
naturaleza cerebral.1 

When La loca de la~ (1893) was cut to be 

staged, it 1s described by Alas thus: 

---un buen cumulo de pormenores utiles, 
de episodios i@portunos y hasta de 
persona.Jes, que sobran, para poner 
en peligro el buen ex1to de la comed1a; 
ya pesar de esto, por 1810 que se ha 
covtado 11 se ha.cen 1nexpl1cables algunaa 
eac~nas, se reducen algunos personajes 
a mufiecos de· oart6n y otros a tipos 
astrales que no hecen masque estorbar 
algunoe momentos.~ 

After attending the rehearsals of Realidad Alas 

writes that it was readily seen that the drama had 

been cut here and there, - perhaps with some 

consideration of public taste, but without any 

attention to the work in general. It was evident that 

the ax had been spared out of respect to someone's 

wishes. 

---y vi tambien queen lo que pedia a 
gritos, el hacha se deten!a respetando 
caprighosas preferenoiaa, Dios aabe de 
quen. . 

1. Barja, .Q.Q• cit., p. 629 
2. Alas, (Clarfil, .QR• cit., vol. I, P• 233-236 
3. lli_g. 
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It is true that in many scenes, long or short; 

Perez Galdos stops to reveal minutely some bit of 

realism, - the inartistic details of a business 

transaction (Realidad 1 Act III, scene?), some 

prosaic episode, or details of analysise The 

realities of life were of more importance to him than 

a mere story, and it mattered not to him whether the 

attention of the spectator wandered and the thread of 

the plot was lost. He was painting life, and in con

formity to his own theory as expressed years before 

1n Nuestro teatro, he made the act as long as he 

pleased. 

(3.) Exits and Entrances. 

One of the mechanical features of the drama is 

stage entrance and exit. In the piece~ faite as 

in a Punch and Judy show, the entire success depends 

upon pulling the strings. On the legitimate stage, 

unless these "strings" are c1everly managed, the 

movement of the play is Jerky. 

Generally spea.king 1 the entrances and exits in 
/ I the plays of Perez Galdos are well managed, even 

conventional, as for example in Voluntad. Act I, 

scene a, Voluntad, Santos suggests that he and the 

children go for a walk. The stage is thus mechan

ically cleared so that dona Trinidad and don Isidor 
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may talk to Isidora. However, there are many in

stances where exits and entrances are not well 

motivated. Celia~ los infiernoe, Act I, all the 

chara.oters are brought on stage, taken of~~ and then 

brought back simply to say good-bye. Adding to the 

confusion, Ester is on and off stage four times. 

Though she is trying to overhear a conversation, 

nevertheless her entrances are managed with so little 

skill that one wonders that the other characters do 

not suspect her motive. For this reason the entire 

act is inartistic. 

Dona Perr ecta, Act III, ·scene 8: In order. that 

Jacinto may not witness dona Perfecta 1 s inciting the 

men to violence, Jacinto is sent outside to stand 

guard. Since any peasant could do this, Jacinto~ a 

secondary character, suddenly becomes of even leas 

importance. 

There are several instances in g abuelo of 

poorly managed presentation of personages prior to 

crucial momentse Perez Galdos seems to have 

diffioul ty in getti _ng the girls, Dolly and Nell, 

introduced to the audience. Act I, scene 2, in which 

they plan to play, could be cut out .entirely, unless 

it was inserted to break the monotony of exposition or 

to reveal that the girls are yet ch:1-ldr·en. In scene 4 
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of the same act, the author 1s still endeavoring to 

introduce the girls. Here they discuss going to 

the woods. This neither advances the plot nor reveals 

character~ Finally si they decid .e to stay where they 

are~ Act II, scene 11, the doctor is present so that 

Albrit may get from him an opinion of the physical 

characteristics of Nell and Dolly. Yet the doctor 

makes no move to leave in order to attend to his 

duties elsewhere. El abuelo, Act II, scene 11, 

fil. Medico: 

Soy de la comisi&n que ha de 
cumpl1mentar a la seffora 
condesa3 

It is legitimate to d~lay the entrance of a principal 

character. until the interest of the audience has 

been qu1ckenedi but it 1s questionable stage-craft 

to prepare elaborately this entrance and then bring 

the character in when _interest is center·ed elsewhere. 

Ing abuelo, {Act II, scene 6), Perez Galdos strength= 

ens the play by building up an excellent sceneo 

Albrit has already questioned the doctor and the 

priest. He is now out for a walk with Senen trying 

to get some information from him. Sen,n returns from 

the walk fireto Technically, this affords an op

portunity for the blackmailing scene {scene?) 

between Lucrecia and Senlno The stage is perfectly 

prepared for the dramatic entrance of Albrit who has 
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an appointment to meet Lucrecia. He does not arrive 

at the dramatic moment, and his entrance later over

strains dramatic suspense. When we recall that 

characters were to Perez Galdoa symbols and the 

embodiments of his ideas, perhaps the delayed en

trance of the demented Albrit is in character, and 

this might be considered one of the many instances 

where plot was of minor importance. 

In La loca de la cas~, Act III, scene 9, Cruz 

must become suspicious. With no motive, Perez Galdoa 

removes Daniel from the stage. 

Daniel: iQue no me vea el maldito J 

However the frequent disappearance and reappearance of 

Jordana in Act IV needs no motivation, for he is in 

charge of the recepti_on at the new hospital~ 

Realidad Act III, scene?, Mal.ibra.n 1e invited by 

Orozco to stay in his home and answer letters there. 

Malibrlin accepts. Two scenes later (scene 9), Malibran 

thanks Orozco for the use of his office and leaves. 

His having stay~d and written the letters furthers the 

plot in no way. Perhaps Perez Galdos felt that he made 

the play a closer copy of life by having some people on 

and off stage with no dramatic significance in their 

acts. Yet a similar situation in Electra has drams.tic 

significance and is skillfully managed. In Act III 
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scene a, don Urbano suggests that Cuesta write his 

letters on stage. Cuesta agrees. Although the letters 

are never written, Cuesta•s presence on the stage is 

motivated because it is the definite purpose of the 

dramatist to have him take part in every scene until 

the end of the act~ 

(4.) Peculiarities of Technique. 

There are certain qualities in the plays of 

Perez Galdos which distinguish them from those of other 

modern Spanish dramatists and make them peculiarly hie 

own, chief among which are: {a.) pictorial effects; 

(b.) handling of a large number of characters; (oo) the 

abnormality of the personages who people his plays; 

(d.) characters who act upon impulse; (e.) the gospel of 

labor even in minor details; {f.) use of asides, solil

oquies and ghosts; (g.) the symbolism of characters and 

events; and, the skillful blending of the character and 

the symbol. 

(a$) Pictorial Effects. Perez Galdos was an artist who 

handled pencil and brush with skill. At the Exposition 

in· Santa Cruz de Tenerife (1864), his sketches entitled 

La Magdalena and Un Boceto Hist6rico and an oil-painting 
- - - l 
called Una Algueria were awarded honorable mention. 

1. Olmev y Garcia Carroffa, .Q.:Q• cit., P• 139 
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Later, he 1 lustrated h1s o 'n books in a manner that 

called forth the praise f profession artist P and 

he even designed the last resting place of his famous 
1 

.friend Pereda. 

Thia ability to "catch a pictur 18 ls reflected 

in the repeated use of ta.bleaux in his dramas. The 

tableau is arrested action. For example, (La looa g_ 

la~ Act I, scene 12) when Victoria removes the 

nun~s cap, so striking is the tableau that all action 

ceases. Occurring within an act, outstanding 

tableaux would tend to halt the movement, of the play 

and make it episodic~ Coming at the end of an act, a 

tableau is effective. La~ de la~ (Act II) 

closes with an effective picture, -- into a troubled 

atmoophere, Victoria enters dressed as a nun and bear

ing a palm tor Palm Sunday. 

The most striking tableaux ooour at the ends of 

acts and constitute climaxes. The last aoene of. Aot II 

of 122..1! Perfecta is most vivid. Aa the wills of Doffn 

Perfecta and Pepe clash, the distant bugle calls an

nounce the arrival of the invading army. They stand 

defiantly looking at each other as the curtain !alls. 

1& Goldberg, 9J2~ ~., P• ?4 
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In Barbara each act ends with a tableau. In Alma :I. 

vida not only 1s ea ch act named at the beginning, but 

the tableau at the end is a clim ac tic summary of the 

act. At the close of Sor Simona (Act III, last scene), 

there are specific stage instructions for a "picture 

effect 18• 

Todas las f1guras de esta ultima 
escena se agrupan convenientemente 
para formar un hermoso cuadro. 

P&rez Galdos sought accuracy for his background~ 

He visited in El Valle de Ans6 Aragon to catch the 

atmosphere for Los condenadoa (1894) 

Ya me veo frente a mis ~condenados" 
Estamos en el siglo xrv.1 

He went to Paris for the details of the staging of 
2 

~ z ~ { 1906). Voluntad ( 1895) 1s the only drama 

prefaced by a stage plan and even that seems superfluous. 

The scene is simple-a room behind a drygoods store, 

with three exits, one to the right~ one to the left, 

and one to the center at the back of the stage. On 

the stage are two large tables covered with bolts of 

cloth, a table desk, and a counter. 

With picture effects still in mind and accuracy as 

to details, the artist Perez Galdos saw the advantage 

of living figures, as a background, ·and the posa1b111ty 

1. Perez Galdds, Memorias 1 P• 186 
2. P~rez Galdos, Prdlogo to Al~ z yida 
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of a shifting background of hwnan beings typifying 

life's move onward regardless of the momentary drama 

in the foreground. / Vezinet calls these background 

characters "tapestry figurants. 81 

Ce sont personnagea de tapisserie plutot 
qu 9etres vivante. Nous ne lee ecoutons 
pas, nous les regardons; ila sont la 
pour la Joie des yeux, 11s meublent la 
sc ne; 11s sont des hommes--decors.l 

(b.) Characters--Large Numbers. By far the majority 

of the dramas of Perez Galdos have a large and varied 

cast of characters~ 

In Barbara. there are sixteen: Greek noblemen, 

a Spaniard, a scholar, abbe, a Judge,, an intendant 

officials of Syracuse, soldiers, churchmen, and servants~ 

In Santa Juana de Castilla there are nineteen, among 

whom figure the queen, her retinue, guardsmen, lad1es-

1n-wa1ting churchmen, and peasants. In Casandra, 

there are sixteen: aristocrats, religious fanatics, 

the daughter of a Bohemian sculptor, an illegitimate 

son, mechani~al and agricultural engineers, employees, 

secretaries and servants. In Marianela, there are 

fourteen: a doctor, an engineer, a blind boy, an 

abnormal girl (Marianela),, a rich farmer, a pampered 

soci~ty woman, and mining people. Celia in m 1nf1ernos 

is probably the most unusual in both variety and number. 

1. Vezinet, 9.n• ill•, P• 123-4 
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There are rich aristocrats, rich bourgeoisi a blind 

woman, an unbalanced man, a land-lady, peddlers and 

factory hands. For Acta I and II, there are fourteen 

characters; for Acts III and IV, the cast contains 

twenty characters with only four repeated froa Acta I 

and II. 

Berkowitz awns up the variety of characters in 

the dramas of Perez Galdos thus: 

There are metropolitan and provincial 
f1guressi urban and rural types, aristo
crats, middle-class and working people, 
creatures psychologically abnormal, 
religious folk, professional men, idlers~ 
sharpers, dissolute characters, revolu
tionaries, peasants, gypsies, unscrupu
lous women, petty clerks, fanatics, 
dreamers, visionaries-in short, a small 
worldel 

(c.) Abnormal Characters. Criticism of individual 

characters in this •small world" is varied, but most 

critics emphasize the fact that the people of the 

plays of P6rez Galdos are abnormal. His attitude 

toward character creation is given in Nuestro teatro 

where he lists, among other suggestions to improve the 

theatre, · that the public be less concerned with 

attractive characters, 

Qu1tadle de la cabeza la preocupacion 
de los caracteres simpaticos.2 

The various types of abnormal characters are listed 

1. Berkowitz, ..Q.12.-~., P• XXI 
2. Perez Gald6s, Nuestro teatro, P• 153 
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by Baquero. 

---abundan en ellas (las obras) 
extraordinariamente los anormales, 
los matocides, los semilocoa, y locos 
por entero: que hay una manifieata 
propensi6n a la paicolog a mdrbida, 
a las aluc1nac1ones, a loa estadoa 
pato16gicos del eap!ritu&l 

However, Espina feels that these extreme characters 

are clearly drawne 

Cuando (Perez Galdos) quiso dibujar 
caracteres extremoa lo hizo en linea 
recta, despegandolos del suelo y 
rodeandoloa de falsas atmosferas 
psuedo-f1losof1cas o historicas.2 

Balseiro points out that the unattractive characters 

of Perez Gald6s are the better creations: 

este Galdos ansioso de libertad, 
sab!a infundir mas potencia morfol6gica 
a las figuras del partido contrario que 
a las del propio.3 

Blanco Garcia 1a of the opinion that nothing could 

justify such extraordinary characters as Viera and 

Orozco of Realidad. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

--- no bastan todas las transcendenta.les 
filosofias del mundo para Justif1car 
caracteres tan extraordinarios como el de 

. Viera, esclavo del honor y caballero 
andante de la moralidad, al par que 
v1c1oso por partida doble, y el de Orozco, 
que resuelve la antinom!a del bien y el 
mal en la s!ntesia de unideal abstracto 
y un estoicismo burdo, que suprime la 
sens1b111dad y d1gnif1oa la culpa. 4 

G6mez de Baquero, 21?• cit., p. 99 
Espina, _Revista de Occidente, Ano I, p. 114-116 
Bal s e1 ro , .QJ2. ill. , _p • 164 
Blanco Garc1a, ~ ,literatura espaffola .fill §! siglo 

XIX~-Parte Segunda - p& 505 
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Aza a argue that Orozco was created so otherworldly 

so as to justify is actions. 

En effet, pour faire avaler a son public 
un mar1 de cette espece, 11 avait pr u 

soin d'en faire une sorte de type 
extravagant, un reveur, un demi- aint. 
Ce qui, sans amoindrir 1 9effet sc nique, 
rebaisse la valeur hum.a.in. du 
personnafe et la portee de l' example 
propos. 

Azor!n calls the charac er creations, particularly 

Orozco, Qu1Jotea. 
2 

Qui otes de la 1deolog!a 

Warshaw states that this array of pathological aubJe ts 

shows Gald6s 1 indebtedness to Cervantes. 

From him (Cervantes), -rather than from 
Balzac or Dickens, he (Perez Gald s) 
derived his principles for the delineation 
of obsessed or pathological 11subjectsn--
a faculty in which he stands unrivaled 
among modern Spanish authora.3 

Madariaga offers a different reason for the use of 

the abnormal, --children and madmen tell the truth. 

Misticoa y locos abundan en amboe autores 
(Perez Galdos y Dostoievsky) -que los 
nlnoa y loa locos dicen las verdades. 
La verdad ea lo que van buicando a traves 
de loe tipos anormales---4 

Ace rd1ng to Fitzmaurice-Kelly, the combination of 

realism with fantasy, flat prose with poetic imagination, 

l. Az a, .2.129 cit. 
2. 'Martinez Ruiz (Azor_n), El palaa.je de Espana 

v1sto por los espanoles, pG l?l 
3. Warshaw, 18Gald6s 1 Indebtedness to Cervantes, 18 

Hispan1a, vol. XVI, p. 127 
49 Madariaga, 9.J2• cit., p. 8? 
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is the basis of Perez Galdost success in drawing 
1 

psychological eccentrics$ Berkowitz sees clearest 

the character creations when he draws attention to the 

fact that their flexibility gives the illusion of 

reality. 

It would not be quite accurate to describe 
Galdos• characters as real. In the last 
analysis, they are creations, not 
creatures, called into being to give 
expression to a particular idea in the 
mind of the author.- Galdos• characters 
ar·e rational beings who lead a life which, 
elthough controlled by one dominant aim 
or ideal, is sufficiently flexible to 
admit human var1at1one It 1s precisely 
by their flexibility that they create the 
illusion of realness;---.2 

/ ' Warshaw states that Perez Galdos took pleasure in 
3 

the society of children; Berkowitz says that more than 

any other Spanish writer P~rez Galdos aseigri.ed boys and 

girls of Spain their proper place and importance in 
4 , ~ 

literature; and Madariag~aeserts that Perez Galdos 

deals with them in a pleasant, affectionate~ and 
5 

slightly whimsical waya 

Even though he was fond of young people, did he 

present normal youth? Was he attracted to the usual 

boy or girl? 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4 . 

5 . 

Fitzmaurice-Kelly, A History of Spanish Literature, 
p. 391 

Berkowitz, .Q.n• cit., p. xxiv 
Warshaw, Introduction to~~.@.~~, 

p. XVI II 
Berkowitz, 19Glean1nga from Galdds' Correspondence," 

Hispania, vol& XVI, p. 261 
Madariaga, op . cit. , p . 90 
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In Vnluntad, Trinita and Serafinito are in their 

teens. The former is studying music and is too fas

tidious for housework; the latter is preparing an 

oration for his club. Very little else is known about 

them. In Casandra, Act II, scene 4, in order to gain 

favor with dona Juana, Clementina admits that she has 

subjected her daughters, Maria Juana and Beatriz, to 

such a strict religious life that they are not natural. 

---Para tener a Dona Juana contenta, lee 
hemos puesto un director esp1r1tual, que 
no las deja resp1rar, que llena sus · 
pobres almas de terror y las priva de los 
esparcimientos m~s inocentes---~ 

In La de San Quintin, Rufina is so thoroughly domestic 

that one cannot imagine her carrying out her plans to 

be a nun. In Celia~ los infiernoa, it is scs~cely 

probable that a girl reared as carefully as Celia was, 

would live, disguised, among the poor for several days. 

In Electra, Electra is presented as being eighteen 

years old, very much in love with the scientist Maximo 

whom she marries and upon whose children she showers 

attention. Yet, in Act II, scene 4, she walks around 

caressing and cuddling a big doll. In La loca de la - -------- ......... 
~, Act II, scene 6, although Cruz is repulsive to 

Victoria, she has decided to marry him to save the 

family fortune. Yet she says in the following scene: 

Victoria: Hay gustos muy raros~ 
Crua: Como. el de usted, por exemplo. 
Victoria: l Cual? 
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Ia she flirting with Cruz? If not, what does she 

mean? If she is flirting, it is not in keeping with 

her character. In El abuelo, up to Act IV, scene 4, 

Perez Galdoa has presented Nell and Dolly as young 

girls full of pranks and very much alike. In Act I~ 

scene 5, when they first meet Albrit, their fear 

changes suddenly to love; a natm:~a1 characteristic of 

children. By the end of Act II, scene 1, the girls 

have appeared several times, playing and study1ngo Yet 9 

up to this time 1 the audience scarcely knows them. 

Beginning with Act IV, scene 4, they are suddenly 

differento After appearing childish, Nell becomes 

elated over a marriage that her mother is arranging for 

her~ The girls appear to be puppets in the hands of 

the author who either did not know youth, or sought to 

present, as he did in his adult character creations, 

the unusuale 

(do) Rafaga$ In the plays of Perez Gald6s the 

principal characters are seldom on the stage alone.,. In 

the foreground, as it were, are the principal characters 

whose actions are often motivated by a rafaga, -a 

sudden flash of inspiration, an irrational acting upon 

the impulse of the moment; in the background of the 

play, are people who often are engaged in trivial, 

manual work which may be termed 11labor on stage". That 

Mada1,.1aga was aware of the ra.f aga is evident in his 
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statement that the drama of Prez Galdos could be de

fined as a drama of impulse seen dimly through t e 

com dy of action. 

---su obra podria def1n1rse como el 
drama de los impulsos vis umbrado tres 
la comedia de la accidn.i 

Balseiro claims that one of the mainsprings of the 

action in the creations of Prez Galdos ia the impulse 

of the heart, (las corazonadas) an impulse 1h1ch 

impels them to noble actions~ 

Gozan o sufren las creaturas de 
Gald6a presentimentos que ~l llamo 
"cora.zonadas 11 y que lea impulsan-
con exces1va frecuencia--a ejecuts.r no 
nobles acciones.2 

The rafagas, however, are often irrational and uncon

vincing. These sudden impulses have 1n them an element 

of chance. Often, where the play should be strong, it 

1s weakened by a rafaga. 

In~ loca de la~, Victoria acts four times on 

the spur of the moment, and only once is her action 

convincing. Act I, scene 1, Victoria was engaged to 

Daniel, and suddenly, seized by religious fervor, 

becomes a novice. 

Marquesa:--- Pero iay J de la noche a 
la manana Victoria ae siente arrebatada 
de un m1stic1smo ardiente:---

l.. Madariaga, .Q.1?.. c1J'.! ~ , p. 78 
2. Balseiro, .Qn• ill•, P• 185 
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Act II, scene?, Victoria suddenly decides to marry 

Cruz. 
• I Victoria: IQue hombre, qu . trazas de 

infer1or1dadJ--- Dioa mio, 4 qUe ,Beato? 
---Pas la r aga por mi mente=--

Aga1n, Act III, scene?, Victoria ls seized with another 
~ 

rafaga,- one quite lacking in merit. She takes the 

check which Cruz has 1ntrusted to her to hand to 
I Silvestre Ruis in payment of a debt, and makes a 

present of it to Gabriela. 

Victoria: (Con c1erto desvario.) La 
rafaga--- eso que me da --- lo que 
llamo la 1nsp1rao1on, el 1mpulso 
m1ster1oso, no 1 d1v1no 9 de mis 
reaoluciones* =-- Como siempre me 
salen b1en, oreo y af1rmo que v1enen 
de Dios$ 

Act IV, scene 11, we are prepared for a new inspiration 

from Victoria. 
I Victoria:--=La loca de la oasa eata hoy 

I muy inspirada, y te amanaara---. 

Later, in the same act, scene 14, Victoria proposes to 

enter the convent again$ We have been prepared for this 

act of hers and it is plausible, if her life with Cruz 

ha s been and would continue to be unpleasant. 

In Mar1ucha, Act I I, scene 4, Mariucha is in the 

patio waiting for Vicenta who arrives quite annoyed 

because her new evening dress did not come. Mariuoha 

is suddenly inspired to sell her dress to Vicenta. 

They change clothes there in the summer house~ 
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On the other hand, in Alceste, Act I, scene a, 
we find adequate motivation when Alceste proposes to 

take Admeto's place. Thie scene has been prepared for 

in scene 5 of the same act when Gorgia s and Hiperion 

watch the queen bid her children farewell. 

In Casandra, when Casandra is forced to give up 

her husband and children, we would expect a normal 

woman to act violently. Her decision (Act III, scene?) 

to go to dona Juana is sudden, but not a r~faga because 

she has been goaded to the point of murder. Here, the 

impulse strengthens, rather than weak.ens the drama. 

While living among the poor for three days only, 

Celia (Act IV, scene 6, Celia .fil! los 1nf1ernos) sud= 

denly decides to buy the factory. Morley says of this 

play, and El tacano Salom6ni that they are works of a 

man who has despaired of accomplishing any good in 

society by logical and practical means, and resorts to 
l 

the illusions of a child dreaming of a fairy godmother. 

(e.) Gospel of Labor in Detail,-~ Work on Stage. 

In order to make the drama more novelesque, (one of 

P,rez Galdos• theories), he gives explicit stage 

directions as to what his personages are doing as they 

talk. Often there is a reference by one character to 

1. Morley, Int roduction to Mariucha, p. xl111 
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what another is doing. The public is accoatomed to 

watch every moment of an actor for its dramatic 

significance. A simple gesture may develop into 

something of importance later in the play. If the 

actions of manual labor are merely to round out the 

character or give naturalness to a scene, they serve 

a purpose; but they may distract the listener from 

the main thread of the ploto They do not complement 

but shatter the illusion of reality& That some of this 

manual labor could be depicted in another way, or cut 
I I from the play entirely, Perez Galdoa realized, for in 

Voluntad, Act II, scene 9, there are three pages 

enclosed in asterisks which indicate that this section 

of the scene may be suppressed 1n the staging in order 

to shorten the scene. These pages contain the nbusiness• 

of Isidora's attempting to work while Alejandro talks 

to her. 

P6rez Galdos is not so much concerned with plot, 

as he is interested in pointing out that certain 

conditions exist or should exist. There is, then, a 

background of labor, while Perez Gald6s is furthering 

in his theatre of ideas, the gospel of labor. The 

gospel of labor is preached even in details. In most 

of the plays attention is called to work, and many 

contain more than one reference. In La loca de la~, 

Act I, scene 1, Jaime speaks of Gabriela's feeding the 
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children; scene 2, Jaime remarls on Gabriela's ab 11 y 

to run the house, Act II, scene 1, Mo cada m ntion 

Silverio and hie mode~n machinery; scene 2, Victor a 

knits, and takes dictation; scene 4, she goes to 

discipline the children; scene 5, she takes the bro m 

from the servant and sweeps; scene 6, Cruz has seen her 

helping the servants with the washing; Act III~ scene 6, 

Victoria is keeping books~ I La de San guint!n, there 

is a repetition of labor on stage to emphasize the 

domesticity of Rufina and Rosario. In Act I, scene 6, 

Rufina demonstrates her ability as a housekeeper; 

scene 11, Rosario unpacks her trunk; Act III scene 1, 

through scene 12, both Rufina and R0 sa.r1o are iron ng 

and cooking. Again, in El abuelo, Dolly 9 a inclination 

for housekeeping is broug.ht out in Act IV, scenes 6, 

7, and a, when we learn that she has been cooking, 

sewing, and re-arranging Albr1t 8 s room. In Act IV, 

scene 2, (Amor~ c1enc1a) Lucinda as she tats, enumerates 

to Paulina, her accomplishments; in Madrid, she works 

in the library or laboratory; at present, her duties 

are housekeeping, washing, cooking, sewing, ta.king 

dictation, sterilizing surgical instruments; she also 

plays the piano, and waters the flowers~ 

The fifth scene, Act I, of Pedro Minio has a 

busy background of labor on stage; some are playing 

cards; one 1s painting; one is knitting; and one is 
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busy calculating the lottery number. In two scenes in 

Sor Simona (Act II, scene 4, and Act III, scene l) 

Sor Simona is knitting. In Barbara, Act II, scen v 1, 

Filemon lays aside his writing to eat supper which 

Cornelia serves on stage; in Act III 1 scene 1, Barbara 

is gathering flowers~ Leon {Act II, Hariucha) is 

running a coal business, and Mar1u-cha {Act III) a shop., 

Act III of Celia§.!! loe 1nf1ernos opens with the factory 

hands on their way to work and the bartering of ped

dlers. None of this furthers the development of plot 

but rather contributes to the thesis which P~rez Gald6s 

would elaborate. In Casandra, Act III, scene 1, Ismael 

is busy at his drafting table; in Casandra~ novela, 

Jornada II, scene 2, - Casandra is using a sewing machine. 

This scene has been cut from the drama. In Electra, 

Act III, scene 1, Maximo is working in his laboratory 

and Electra is assisting him; in scene 3 of the same 

act, Electra sets the table, and in scene 5P she brings 

in the meal that she has cooked. In Los condenados, 

Act II, scene 1, Salome is winding yarn; she speaks of 

Juan JosJ•s cutting wood to.make charcoal; Gines enters 

with his tools, saying that he has brought the water; 

in Act II, scene 5, Gin~s looks off stage and comments 

that Salom~ is busy with pots and pans; in Act III, 
✓ scene 4, Santamona has brought Salome a workbasket that 

she may work. In Alceste, Act I, scenes 1 and 8, 
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Gorgias, the historian writes on events as they occur, 

1n Act III cuadro 2, scene 1, servants carry food across 

the stage to the banquet off stage. In Voluntad, Act I, 

scene 3, Bo facio seeking a certain bot of cloth, 

distracts our attention, rather than creates an at

mosphere of disordered business. 

In short, most of the incidents of labor on stage~ 

do not further nor intensify the plot$ At t mes, they 

are distracting, but they must assuredly add that 

element of realism which entitles Perez Gald a to be 

called the father and guide of the present generation 

of writers. 

(f.) Use of Asides, Soliloquies and Ghosts. The 

peculiar use which Perez Gald6s makes of asides, 

soliloquies, ghosts, and ymboliam is worthy of note. 

He gave to the old stage devices of asides; soliloquies, 

end ghosts a new meaning and a new development of which 

symbolism is the last step. Each of these devices was 

a means of emphasizing the cerebral element on which he 

built his theatre of ideas. 

~sides. Turning from the conventional stage 

devices for informing the audience of what the 

characters were really thinking and planning, - letters, 

intimate talk with confidential friends or servant -

Pe"rez Gald6s put into asides the inner thought of his 

characters. In Realidad (Act I, scenes l to 6) he has 
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built up a situation wherein we learn that three men 

are in love with Augusta, that each knows that she 

loves someone and each is trying to find out from the 

other which is the accepted lover. In scene? Federico 

enters, and it is then that the audience is informed, 

through Augusta's aside, of her state of mind; for up 

to this point she has been merely an ideal hostess, 

apparently in love with her husband, Orozco. 

Augusta: (Aparte, vi~ndole entrar) 
( i Ah J --- ya e sta ahi. No se s1 pod.re' 
disimular--ce..ra mfa, cuidado---), 

An aside is not peculiar to the ·theatre. In ordinary 

intercourse, people often make remarks about others 

who are present. However people do not express their 

own thoughts in asides in the presence of others, as 

do the characters of Perez Galdos. In La loca de la 

casa, Act IV, scene 11, all the women 1n the play 

cross the stage, and, with the exception of Victoria, 

curse Cruz, in asides which are not audible to Cruz, 

but which the audience hears. Warshaw remarks: 

It is an astounding and perhaps foolhardy 
tour de force that would wreck almost any 
modernplay, and yet --- --- one wonders 
whether, carefully acted, that scene must 
not have been one of the strongest in the 
actual presentation on the stage.l 

Goldberg terms all the asides of Perez Gald6s unnecessary. 

There are unnecessary asides, unnecessary 
not because the aside should be rooted 
out of contemporary drama, but because in 
this case nothing that they convey could 
not with equal ease and greater effectiveness 

1 . Warshaw, Introduction to La loca de la~, p. XXXII 
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have been conveyed by facial expression 
and gesture.l 

2 
Perhaps due to the decadence of acting, Perez 

Galdoa did not dare depend upon facial expression and 

gesture of the acto~a to convey ideas, but felt it 

necessary to put words in their mouths in the form o 

asides, so that there would be no chance of the audiencA 

missing a point. Indeed, as one reads the playsp these 

asides become quite annoying and one feels that it 

would have been better to omit them in the printed play. 

In Voluntad (Act I, scene 12), we know th.at Santos 

disapproves. Hi s uncomplimentary remarks in the form 

of asides are not needed to give the audience his 

attitude. Like wise, in.!:&.§. condenados (Act I, scene 3)j 

in an aside, Gines remarks that he has a note to 

delivere . As he delivers the note immediately, being 

careful that the other characters do not see him do s0 1 

his aside is entirely superfluous Late r in the same 
I I act, scene a, Salome says:---.Q.Q!! Gines~ ~do~ 

cart1ta -~- etc. !:!!: de~ Qu1nt!n contains more in

consequential asides, than any other play. 

Sol1logu1es$ Warshaw says of the soliloquy and 

P~rez Galdos• use of 1t~ that: 

---the soliloquy is a~~ machin~ 
invoked by the dramatist to eave 

1. Goldberg, .Q.12~ ill~, P• 86-87 
2. Perez Gald6s, Nuestro teatro, p. 168 
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I 
himself trouble---Galdoe, of course, 
might have begged leave to differ, for 
he usually had good reasons for doing 
what he did: but that would not have 
paJ.liated hie faults as a modern 
dramatist~l 

Alas points out that Perez Gald6e took recourse in 

soliloquies and inner dialogues to reveal to us 

purely spiritual elements of the drama; a recourse which 

is, for the most part, artificial and rhetorical. 

Perhaps, Alas continues~ his purpose was to demonstrate 

a double action without digressions in an immediate way 

that might produce the aesthetic effect of the contrast 

between the spoken word and inner thoughte So that in 

Real1dad what Viera, Orozco, and Augusta say to them

selves (soliloquies) creates an interior drama; how 

they feel and what they say to others, an exterior 

drama. The soliloquies of Viera, Orozco and Augusta 

surpass even the most daring interpretation of mono

logues. In Realidad, Act V, scene 4, by the inner 

dialogue~ we know that Orozco realizes Augusta's guilt 

and is ready to forgive her, and that Augusta cannot 

rise to hia heights and ask forgiveness$ So, through 

the spoken word, they bid each other the usual good~ 

night and retire~ By placing in this inner dialogue 

expressions which are clear, perfect, and logical, and 

by using words entirely out of keep~ng with the 

l°' Warshaw, Introduction to La loca de!!! oas~, 
p. XXXI-XXXII - - -
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h / I c aracter, Perez Galdos is really on the stage himself, 

reasoning with the audience and showing what a person 

would th nk it he were in a normal situation, while in 

reality, the mental state of the person in the play is 
1 

confused and his acts are consequently illogical. 

CeJador y Frauca finds the last scene of Real1dad 

admirably done because Perez Galdos has taken recourse 

to a means (the soliloquy) to express a state or change 
2 

of conscience difficult to express otherwise. 

Ghosts. The ghosts of Perez Gald s are not dis

embodied spirits but are like dreams which come from 

the subconsoious, bringing to the surface bite of in

formation that might otherwise be hidden. The ghost 

of Viera, (Real1dad) (Act V, scene 5) reveals the fact 

that Orozco forgives Viera. 

The only plays 1n which ghosts appear are 

Realidad, Electra, and Alceete. The novel Casandra 

has two ghosts while the drama has none. The novel 

Realidad has two ghosts and the drama, one. In the 

novel, the ghost of Orozco appears four times; Viera•e 

ghost once. In the drama~ the only appearance of a 

ghost is Viera•s, in the last scene of the play where 

the ghost merely enters but says nothing. In Electra 

(Act IV, scene 9) the ghost of Electra's mother appears 

1. Alas, (Clar!n) .2J2• cit., vol. Ip P• 210-214 
2. CeJador y Frauca, 22• ~.,vol.a, pq 430 
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and tells her that Maximo is not her brother$ Th1s is 

the only ghost w ich speaks and the English reader~ at 

least, is not convinced. Chandler avers that to the 

Northern mind, the message loses its potency when 
1 

supernaturally delivered$ Morley states: 

The ghost of Eleuteria 1a leas 1n 
place than the corresponding spirits 
of Realidad and Ca.sandra, both because 
it 1s unnecessary for the solution of 
the plot, and because it is an 
anachronism 1n a play devoted to the 
eulogy of the modern and the practical.2 

In Alceste (Act II, scene 9) the ghost Death appears 

but does not speak. It is to be noted that like the 

asides and soliloquies, the ghosts are not necessary 

to the main action, yet they all, in their symbolism 

do contribute to the inner meaning of the play. The 

seem to be a part of the symbolism for which Perez 

Galdos is famous. 

( 5.) Symbolism. 

Wi.shing to stimulate his audience intellectually 

by emphasizing the cerebral elementi Perez Galdos had 

recourse to symbolist1c devices. In the prologue to 

Los condenados {1894), he write~ that the only ad

missible symbolism is that which represents an idea 

with material forms and acts, and that he does not 

care for figures to be the personification of 

abstract ideas. 

1. Chandler, Modern Continental Plays, p. 4?9 
2. Morley, I ntroduction to Mar1ucha, p. XXXV 
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Para m!, el unico simbolismo adm1s1ble 
en el teatro es el que consiste en 
representar una idea conf'ormae y actoa 
de orden material.---porque eao de que 
las figuraa de una obra dramatioa sean 
personificacionea de ideas ab tractaa, 
n9 me ha gustado nunca. Reniega de tal 
sistema, que desh~aniza los cs.racterea.l 

In the same prologue, he refutes the assertion that 

he was influenced by Ibsen, saying that he admired and 

enjoyed those of Ibsen ' s dramas which are sane and 

clear, but those generally termed symbolic were un

intelligible to him. 

Las (obras de Ibsen) de complex16n 
sana y claramente teatral-=-me 
enamora.n--..,.. La.a que communmente 
ae llaman s1mb611oaai -=-han sido 
para mi 1n1ntel1g1bles.2 

Eight years later in the prologue to~~ vida, (1902) 

P~rez Gald6s states that symbolism .would not be beautiful 

if it were clear; if the figures and acts were arranged 

to fit a key, those who observe them would be deprived 

of the Joy of personal interpretation; and that clear

ness is not a condition of art. 

Y el aimbolismo no seria bello s1 fuese 
claro, con aoluc16n deacifrable mecan1-
camente como la de las oharadas.3 

Did P~rez Gald os change his idea of symbolism in 

the interval between these prologues ? Morley, ignoring 

the f act that P6rez Galdos wished that each liste ner 

1. P~rez Gald os, Pr 6logo to Los condenados. 
2. I bid .. 
3 . P6rez Gald d a, Prchogo to ~ Y.. ~. 
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make his own interpretation of the play, feels that 

Perez Galdos failed to convey hie own ideas clear~Y, 

when in reality he was too artistic to be obviouao 

To quote Morley's criticism: 

The change merely illustrates the 
difference in viewpoint between an 
author and a reader~ For very, very 
many persons in his audiences have 
regarded the symbolism of Los condenadoe 
(if it be there), of Elect'r'a; of Casandra, 
Pedro M1n1o, of Santa Juana de Cast1111r:, 
and espeoie.lly of~ 3.. vida and Bbbara, 
with the same feeling of hopeless be-

~ wilderment which Galdoe experienced when 
he read The Wild Duckt The Master-builder 
and The Lady from the Seao To the creator, 
his creation is clear and lovelyol 

The meaning of a symbol may be clear or obscure, 

and hidden meaning may be conveyed in many ways~ Not 

all the plays of Pirez Gald~s admit more than one 

interpretation. Nor are all of them symbolic. Yet 

if one should read symbolism into Electra, what reader 

would differ from the interpretation of Tucker? 

The entire play is a symbol of the 
struggle between modern science and 
the church for the possession of 
Spain, in which Electra is obviously 
Spain, herself; Pantoja 1 the 
clerical party, aga1.nst whom are 
arrayed Cuesta (mo ern business), the 
Marques (the old aristocracy with 
prog)"ess1ye ideas) and Maximo (modern 
science) •2 

However there are plays of Perez Galdos which admit 

of more than one interpretation. In Alma I. v1da, Azafia 

1. Morley, Introduction to Ma.riucha, P• XXIII 
2. Tucker, .Q.:Q• cit., p . 32? 
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sees a poetical transposition of the national 

despondency and sadness of Spain, after the war with 
1 

Cuba9 Mias Elizabeth Wallace finds Alma z vida 

a symbolic play with an eighteenth century setting, 

in melodramatic acti on wherein the duchess ls the 

symbol of the soul and Juan Pablo the symbol of life. 

When these two intermingle, there la a joy nothing can 
2 

shake. Morley sees in the duchess the divine beauty 

ot the soul; when she is dead there is left only 

tyranny, and evil, injustice and corruption are 
3 

perpetuated. Perez Gald6s )1n the prologue to the 

play, explained that Alma z ~ symbolizes the decline 

of Spain and the melancholy which pervades its soul; 

in the common people are the reservoirs of strength, 

but the people have been plunged into vacillation and 

doubt. 

La loca de~~ . lends itself to more than one 

symbolic interpretat1one Don Ram6n Perez de Ayala 

finds in it a symbolical representation of the spirit 

of liberalism. Warshaw says: 

The obvious moral of the play ·seems to be 
that renunciation, however repugnant the 
attendant circumstances, may have its 
rewards or compensations even for the 
victim of the sacr1f1ce.--~If an inten
tional nationaJ. warning, l,.§: ~ de la~ 

1 o Aza.na,_Q,P.~., 
2. Wallace, .212• ill•, P• 357-366 
3. Morley, Introducti on to Mar1ucha, P• XXXV 
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may even be taken to mean that Spain 
{Victoria) would be better off in 

giving up her religious fanaticism 
and entering the paths of progress by 
association with the modern positivistio 
world (Cruz). To the ordinary reader or 
observer, though, the play will probably 
signify nothing more than the struggle 
between good and evil and the redemption 
of the latter through the renunciation of 
the former~l 

In addition to the complete symbolism of the dramas, 
I I 

Perez Galdos gives many touches of internal symbolism. 

Certain scenes and certain names are purely symbolic. 

In Los condenados (Act II 9 scene?), Sa.ntamona 

distributes herbs to ve~1ous persons, handing each one 

a significant plant~ The scene is reminiscent of the 

scene in Hamlet (Act IV, scene 5) where Ophelia hands 

symbolic flowers to the King, Queen, and Laertes. In 

~ de San Quint!n (Act II, scene 8), the duchess kneads 

the dough for rosgu1llas, while Victor~ her lover~ 

watches. The kneading is the symbol of the amalgamation 

of the upper and lower classes~ 

Roaario:--No esta malo Luego cojo yo 
las aristocracias, Y=- (Con mov1m1ento 
de amasar) laa mezclo, las amaigamo con 
el pueblo, vulga harina, que es la gran 
liga--- !Que tal? y hago una pasta 

In Electra (Act III, scene 9) M~imo melts and fuses 

e1um1num to which he has likened Electra, with copper 

to which Electra has likened himo 

1. Warshaw~ Introduction to La ~ de la~, 
p. XXV-XXVI 
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copa). Permitidme, amigos del alma, 
que brinde por la feliz uni n, por el 
perfecto himeneo de esos benditos 
meta.lea~ 

Many of the names of the characters are symbolic. 

In~ loca de la~, the very name Victoria symbolizes 

moral victory; Cruz, the cross of Sorrows; and Sor 
, 

Maria., spiritual consolation and encouragement. Of 

El abuelo, Berkowitz says: 

In view of the author 8 s fondness for sym
bolism, it may not be amiss to point out the 
possibility of intentional selection in 
names like: Arista-Potest ad {bristling, 
irritating or awe-like power), Dorotea 
(gift of God), Lucrecia (ironical allusion 
to the Roman heroine who took her life 
because she had been dishonored), Pio 
Coronado (pious tonsured cleric), Monedero 
(Counterfeiter) 1 

In Los condenados, the name Salome suggests wickedness, 

that of Santamona, holiness; Paternoy (paternoster), 

Divine Justice. Perhaps P,rez Gald&s chose the name 

Electra as symbolic of the personality which he wished 

to give to the heroine of the play of that name. 

Marques (Act I, scene 1): Tan viva 
como a m1sma electr1c1dad, m1ster1osa, 
repentina, de mucho cuidado. Destruye~ 
trastorna, ilumina. 

In this same play the name Pantoja 1s significant 

since he stands as a screen between Electra and happiness. 

Marqu6s, speaking of .Pantoja {Electra, Act I, 
Scene 10): (Aparte) IVaya.J Se nos ha 

1. Berkowitz, g abuelo, p. 101 
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interpuesto la pantalla obscura, y 
ya no podemos segulr ablando. 

Probably Prez Galdos chose the name Casandra, merely 

for the scene (Casandra Act I, scene 11) in which 

Zenon asks Casandra to prophesy the future~ er rep y 

that they will be rich some day is believed by no one8 

Yeti the name Clementina fits the whole character and 

situation in which we find her. The common noun 

clementina means sathe canons of Pope Clement V41• It 

will be remembered that it was Clementina who bent 

the will of her daughters to the will of dona Juana, 

the symbol of religious fanaticism. 

The title of two of the dramas are plays upon 

words. The phrase~ loca de la cas~ means 11 1maginat1o u 

In the play Prez Galdos gives both a literal and a 

figurative interpretation of the title. La de San 

_Q.u1nt!n means 11a hard fought battle". Herei the 

Duchess of San Quintin(~ de San Quint:!n) is one of 

the elements of the painful fusion of aristocracy and 

the working class. 

As Perez Galdds was presenting new ideas, he 

neglected no device to catch the attention of his 

audience. He chose to present characters with um1sual 

personality, abnormal people. As there was to be a 

stress on the cerebral element, he adopted a technique 

the.t would facilitate the expression of inner thoughtsG 
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Hence, ere were asides, soliloquies, ghosts, and 

symbolismo So that with the fusing of abnormal 

characters and the technique of inner dialogue, ther 

resu ted, the t eatre of ideas. 
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S ,IMARY 

The literary oar er of Perez Gald ' s may be divided 

into three periods: that oft# unsuccessful play

wright; tha of novel-writing; and the period hen he 

returned to the dramae Discouraged by the rejection 

of his first two plays, for twenty-four years Perez 

Gald6s wrote only novels which won him la.sting fame. 

In articles on the theatre published during the 

period while he was not writing plays, we have his 

reaction to the drama and to the stage& Don Benito 

averred that the pubic was asking that the old art 

of the theatre be restored; that mechanism be again 

accidental, and tha.t character portrayal be the basis 

of the play. He suggested that the theatre would 

gain if the public could be won over to accept, in 

place of the old conventions, the following substitutes: 

acts longer than forty minutes; acts ending without 

emotional climax; characters which would not be particu

larly attract.ive in real life; and analytical dialogue. 

Perez Galdos consciously or uncon ciously empha

sized the dramatic element in his novels, five of 

which he later turned into plays. His first accepted 

drama Realidad wae originally a novel, then a 

dialogue-novel and finally a drama. The fact that 
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several outstanding Spanish playwi~ights have drawn 

on the novels of Perez Galdbs for pots, ia testi

mony to h s dramatic sense. 

It is general y acknowledged that the dramas of 

Prez Gald6a show foreign influence. The sum total 

of the literature of a nation did not seem to affect 

him, but rather was he attracted to individual writ

ers whose ideas were in accord with his · own. He is 

compared to Balzac in his a:r.ray of living characters 

and to Dickens for the humanity and humor that inform 

them. Like Ib sen he contended for moral and social 

laws in advance of the times, and, like Tolstoy, he 

emphasized the analysis of conscience. 

The transition consists in a change of material, 

the creating of a theatre of ideas and a new technique. 

The innovations to the theatre made by Perez Galdos are: 

a new treatment of charity; a breaking away from the 

old conception of pundanor; the gospel of labor; the 

value of science; and a plea against fanaticism of all 

kinds. Immediately preceeding the plays of P~rez 

Gald s came the fantastic school of Echegaray. Perez 

Galdos was essentially a reformer. To bring lessons 

home, to a~aken and stir people to action, he created 

characters which at times are secondary to the ideas 

themselves. Though the character may be lost in the 
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theme, one character never absorbs another. 

The literary career of Perez Galdos extends over 

a period of fifty-nine years. The plays as we 1 as 

the novels vary in theme; yet there is oft en a repe

tition of characters, of scenes and of incidents. 

Two characteristics of his drama have excited comrient: 

the length of the plays and the handling of exits and 

entrances. In his essays in dramatic criticism we 

find Perez Galdos advocating long acts, and, in an 

effort to get away from the mechanical perfection of 

Eugene Scribe and his Spanish followers, he took 

characters on and off stage with an attempt at natural

ness which does not seek to create dramatic effect. 

Critics feel that, since his plays are of a cerebral 

nature, dramatic suspense is overdrawn and climatic 

effects are lost in long acts and apparently aimless 

wanderings on and off stage. 

There are certain qualities in the plays of Perez 

GaldOs which make them peculiarly his own. His 

ability as an artist of pencil and brush is reflected 

in the repeated use of tableaux. His cast of characters 

is not only large and varied, but there are in the plays 

many abnormal people. In the background of the plays 

are people often entirely disconnected with the play 

itself, engaged in trivial manual labor. In the 
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foreground are the principal characters who are 

seldom on the stage alone~ Their actions are frequent~ 

ly motivated by a rafaga,-~a sudden flash of 1nsp1ra= 

t1on, an irrational acting upon the impulse of the 

moment~ Their inner thoughts are expressed by asides, 

in soliloquies, by ghosta and by symbolism. The 

combination of abnormal characters and the technique 

of inner dialogue resulta in a theatre of ideas . 
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